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No more holding your breath

when you wash your face.

The maximum strength

dermatologist-recommended
acne medicine treats breakouts,

even blackheads, all with an uplifting

blast of naturally derived grapefruit.

It's such a pick-me-up, you'll

forget it's a powerful acne cleanser.

Until your acne's gone.

neutrogena.com

Neutrogena
#1 DERMATOLOGIST RECOMMENDED



Our First Ever Reader Cover Contest Winner!



9 essential nutrients.

9 exceptional girls.

That's the power of milk.

From left to right Kimberly, Bailey, Michelle, Mina, Lauren, Victoria, Aiyssa, Allison and Elaine



See how lowfat milk helps The 9 look and feel their best.

faccbook.com/bodybymilk.com got milk?



lots of lashes.

our great little

grabber brush
reaches even
the tiniest lashes
so you can easily

create masses of

lashes, minus the

mess, great!





TAYLOR SWIFT

it's a breath of fresh air!
flawless coverage with a light-as-air feel.

natureluxe silk foundation
luxury touched by nature

Discover the flawless finish with an amazing feel.

We took out a heavy synthetic and put in a light touch of cucumber.

And wow! Even the $180* makeup can't beat it for a lightweight feel!

is flawless in natureluxe foundation in Alabaster.

Get Taylor's look @ covergirl.com *Avg. price based on US data from the NPD Group

easy breezy beauHlul QXERGIKL

With a
Ugh!touch
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Find out what makes
her pretty amazing!

fashion

27

designer
steals

34

36

40

44

49

50

52

54

130

140

TOP 10 CELEB TRENDS TO TRY
NOW! For an awesome star-worthy
look, just head to the mall.

MAKE A BIG STATEMENT!
Snag fall's best new bag, like The
Secret Circle's Britt Robertson did!

LOOK LIKE A STAR AT
HOMECOMING! It's time for your
red-carpet moment!

FASHION HAUL! Snap up these pieces
before they sell out. Seriously, hurry.

CUTEST WEEK EVER! You can
pull off Selena Gomez's chic style

every day.

MEGA GLAM, MINI PRICE! Tons
of glitzy jewelry for just S20 or less.

V HER STYLE Our latest fashion
crush spills her celeb-inspired tips.

STEAL CELEB STYLE! Find <*

cheaper versions of your favorite

high-end lines.

LOVE IT OR LEAVE IT? Learn from
these stars' OMG fashion fails.

COLOR THEORY See cool new
ways to mix and match the season's fun
hottest shades. jewelry!

THE PERFECT DATE Check out
these sweetly sultry looks before
you see him next!

on the cover 1
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ON TAYLOR: Hoodie by Alternative, Fashion Stylist: Samantha McMillen.

Hair: Catherine Furnlss. Grooming: Marissa Machado. Photographs:

Ben Watts.

bounty
AMAZING SKIN A TO Z Tricks for

getting the clear, glowing skin youV
always wanted!

FRESH FALL COLORS! Time for

a makeup makeover: These pretty
shades totally pop.

HOT HALLOWEEN LOOKS!
Our Beauty Smarties help you make
this year's costume epic.

GET PERFECT BROWS Four
super-easy steps, and your arches
will be golden!

HAVE TOTAL HAIR CONFIDENCE
Rock these styles for a mood boost!

NO MORE HAIR DRAMA! The
ultimate guide for making it long,

frizz-free, and totally gorge!
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Taylor Lautner

FREE MOVIE
TICKETS!

You and a friend could win tix to

Taylor lautner's movie Abductionl

Get exclusive behind-

the-scenes gossip from

the set of our shoots!

CELEBS REVEAL:

cutest flirting moves!

biggest love traumas!

craziest dating secrets!

GO TO SEVENTEEN.COM/FALLH0TTIES NOW!

008

Alex Morgan of the

US Womerfs National

Soccer leam

:<^81

health

*£ADY, _

WIN!
QQ 17 WAYS TO ROCK
ZlZJ YOUR SEASON! With

these amazing tips from
the pros, your team will
have its best year yet.

lore life
SEVENTEEN'S HOT GUYS SPECIALJThesexv stars

you'll be drooling over this fall. (You're welcome.)

\ 1*7C: JUICY LOVE SECRETS These real girls—and
guys—can't hold back their confessions any longer!

your lite
in^" 1 WAS HELD HOSTAGE
lUOlN MY SCHOOL!" It

happened to Kayla, but don't

let it happen to you.

1HQ GET KILLER CONFIDENCE!
IVJO Glee's Heather Morris tells

you how!

110 YOURSNEAKY $$$

m

146

SHOCKERS! F.ver "borrow"
cash from Mom without
asking? You're not alone!

THE FREAKIEST THING I

EVER SAW! True-life ghost
stories just in time for

Halloween!

COLLEGE CONFIDENTIAL
Survive freshman year
dramz with insider info from
girls who have lived it.

confidence
tricks from

G/ee's
Heather
Morris!

<fn<f...

10

12

20

HI FROM ANN! From just a pretty face to Pretty
Amazing—look how far we've come!

OCTOBER FREEBIES! Score cool CDs, DVDs, and
concert tix this fall.

23

114

GETZOE'S
PRETTY
AMAZING LOOK
With the right

makeup, it's a
cinch!

WHAT YOU
THINK! All

that's on your
mind right this

minute!

PRETTY
AMAZING
Check out the

five incredible fin

1 CQ TRAUMARAMA! Be happy this

152

crazy stuff didn't happen to you.

OCTOBER HOROSCOPES
Hot predictions for your sign.

everything
you need to
know about
freshman

year!
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See the clearest, freshest, healthiest

version of your skin.
When you take care of your body, you look and feel great. To get you on a simple, healthy routine

for great skin, our guiding dermatologists gave us this 3-Step System. Cleanse to purify, exfoliate

to clear pores before blemishes emerge, hydrate to restore moisture balance. Create a fresh glow.

Find your customized routine at clinique.com

CL1NIQUE
Allergy Tested. 100% Fragrance Free,



hi from ann

This issue marks a major

milestone for Seventeen:

It's the first time we've ever

put a reader on a cover ofthe mag! For the

last year, we've been on a massive search

for Pretty Amazing cover girls.We got

35,000 entries, narrowed it down to five

ofthe most fascinatingyoungwomen I've

ever met, and ultimately picked the one

girl who rose above the rest. Zoe is

pretty—there's no doubt about it—and she

has accomplished so many amazing
things for a 20-year-old. (Read her whole

story starting on page 116.) Butwhat is

so stunning is her attitude. When you

meet her, she's sowarm and girly—she

reaches out to everyone around her to I

make them feel good about themselves. You can't

help but be drawn to her—she's real.

When I was 17, it would have been completely insane to think that a girl

like me or my friends could ever be on a cover ofSeventeen. There were only

picture-perfect models andthe occasional up-and-coming celebwho
got that honor. I would have never thought ofmyselfin their league. Check

out the October issue fromwhen I was 17 (above). Cover girl Niki Taylor

went on to be a major spokesmodel, but there's not a single sentence in the

magazine about her life, her personality, or her achievements. Zero, zip,

nadal She was just apretty face. No one bothered to find out that there

was an amazing girl on the inside.

A lot has changed since then. (Thank goodness!) We highlight what

makes girls amazing everymonth—whether it's one ofour favorite celebs

or the girls in our stories. But to me, the Pretty Amazing cover is the

ultimate celebration ofour readers. IfZoe, a regular girl from Chicago,

can land on a cover ofSeventeen, so can you!

What makes you pretty amazing? E-mail me at \j H\ V \^/
anna seventeen .com and tell me why I'm

going to be seeingyour face on our cover next year!
pt

k-

^TJ^oT^co^.
competed

the fun

prettyamazing

010 seventeen.com October 2011

Saying **i

goodbye!

SEVENTEEN.CO
Follow me on Twitler and friend

me on Facebook at
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Pencil's delivery + Cream's intensity.

Bolder. Smoother.

Unlike any other.
THE NEW GENERATION OF LINER HAS ARRIVED.
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NEW
EYESTUDIO

KSMSf>
EAM PENCIL

MASTER DELIVERY with cream's uttra-glide.

MASTER INTENSITY from the highest concentration of pigments.

MASTER WEAR with waterproof, smudgeproof. 24-hr wow!

In 6 dramatic shades.

«I&I<feIwT<£
J ,

I

# f DISCOVER THE NEW MAYBELLINE.COM
Julia is wearing New Eye S Midnight Master. ©2011

NEW YORK I



Get every song you ever want to hear—

FREE! Win a year-long membership to

Spotify and get any song, anytime on your

computer or cell phone!

[
music

7 worth

Have an insanely fun month with the coolest
«22)£'

C
J movies and music! Go to seventeen.com every

day in October for your chance to win.

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY Fim>\\ SATURDAY

HOW TO ENTERi Starting October 1, log on to seventeen.com/

freebies every day and type in the Freebie Phrase of the Day

[ i n reel ] to be eligible to win that day's prize. But hurry-each

Freebie will be live for just 24 hours beginning at 12 a.m. et. Winners will „. ,„

be posted online the next weekday by 10 a.m. et. Go to seventeen.com/ ^y \v\ October •

freebies or see page 151 for details.

Save IMS.

calendar for a

chance to */* every

1

1 winner gets

Beyonces 4 CO

[fierce]

9

1 reader snags Idol

winner Scotty McCreerys

Season 10 Highlights CD

[country]

1 winner scores a

Glee Season Two DVD

[choir]

10 winners get a signed

copy of Allstar Weekend's

All the Way CD

[p°p]

lwinnergetsaSlOO
gift card for concert tix!

[beat]

1 winner scores a

Menkury Innovations

DJ Mixer

[scratch]

i

m
8

is movie
IB tickrtt.com

1 reader scores a pair of

free movie tickets from

movietickets.com

[tickets]

1 reader wins Cobra

Starship's Night

Shades CD

[party]

1 reader wins Lauren

Alaina's American Idol

Season 10 Highlights CD

[diva]

1 winner snags a

Transformers 3 DVD

[robot]

1 reader wins Jason

Denilos Don't Wanna Go
Home CD

[club]

lwinnergetsaSlOO
gift card for concert tix!

[crowd]

o

Oi
1 reader wins a Sceptre

24" HDTV

[ |
jink]

movie
tickrts.com

1 reader scores a pair of

free movie tickets from

movietickets.com

[popcorn]

15

^k^rvJ\
1 w+-w*

y

1 winner snags a

Fbotfoose soundtrack CD

[dance]

1 winner scores James
Durbins American Idol

Season 10 Highlights CD

[rock]

17.

*

1 winner gets a copy of

Monte Carfo, on DVD

[twin]

18

1 winner snags a
Victorious soundtrack!

[arts]

lil.rU.Li^tftfV?

lwinnergetsaSlOO
gift card for concert tix!

[scats]

20

1 winner gets a Sony

streaming WiFi player

[watch]

imW

•jx movie
•" hckets.com

lr
nt

eader scores a pai

le movie tickets fro

movietickets.com

[screen]

rof

im

1 winner gets a Gym
Class Heroes' The

Papercut Chronicles II C

[blast]
:

23
1 reader wins

Rock Band 3 for

Xbox360

[play]

30
1 winner snags

a

Dance Central 2
forXbo«360

[move]

24
1 winner snags

a Pirates of the

Caribbean; On
Sitings Tkies

DVD.

31
10 winners score

a Harry Potter

and Vie Deathly

Hallows 2 DVD

[wide]

1 winner gets Cody

Simpson's On My
Mind CD

[golden]

uJ,^^.«jmt 1
lwinnergetsaSlOO

gift card for concert tix!

[live]

1 winner scores a

Panasonic compact
stereo system

[sound]

imf
p

•#i movie!« h<*rf*.eom

lr

fn

eader scores a paii

« movie tickets fro

movietickets.com

[theater]

rof

m 1 winner gets a Glee in

3D movie soundtrack

[concert]
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w nds and create

cool new looks to add to yo

wardrobe, plus, get the scoo;

on the latest fashion tips.

Visit macys.com/mstylelab

for this & so much more.

W\

Faux leather-trimmed blazer.

Polyurethane trim. 59.50.

ULTRA FLIRT
Woven top. 29.50.

DO DENIM
red jeans. 24.50.

TO MACYS.COM/
"YLELAB AND TUNE

. O WENDY!

. producers of Trie Vampire Diaries

comes a new series about a girl who must choose betwe

the boy she loves and the boy of her dreams.

Like the look. Win* the wardobe! Want to rock the looks

like the cast ofWENDY? You can win* a trip to NYC and

a $1000 Macy's Shoppng Spree with a Macys stylist! For

more details, hit upfacebook.com/mstyleIab

BONUS! Download the new song "Save Me", from

Tyler Blackburn of Pretty Little Liars, featured in the new hi

series, WENDY! *No purchase necessary; contest ends

10731/11

Advertised merchandise may not be earned at your
' lacy's and selection may vary by store. 1080084.

I

I

I

I
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SAVE
$3.00

Qo -o

sallyhanson.com/
coupon

Hair Removal
WAX *TRlp »
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Hair Free!

HAIR REMOVER
WAX STRIP KIT

Quick, easy, and convenient.

Just press on, then pull off.

Pre-cut, pre-waxed strips

are ready to use wherever,

whenever you need them.

Beautiful results that can

last up to 8 weeks .**

AMERICA'S *1 WAX*

Beauty that Works

"Based on Symphony/IRI Group data
' "Regrowth time varies from area

to area and person to person.

October is

Breast Cancer

Awareness
montn seventeen

Editor-in-Chief Ann Shoket

Creative Director Jessica Musumeci
ve Editor Joanna Saltz Executive Managing Editor Sally T. Abbey
ashion Director Gina Kelly Beauty Director Yesenia Almonte

Entertainment Director Carissa Rosenberg Tozzi

Photo DirectorJordan Barnes
Design Director Mike Roddy

Managing Editor Altson Shef f er Jm ado
Deputy Editor Annemnt ie Conte

fashion
Senior Market Editor Marlssa Roscnblum Gru

Senior Fashion Editor Annebet Duvall

Accessories Editor Jasmine Snow
Assistants Ryan Tristan Jin, Andrew Mukamal

lipstick

Estee Lauder Evelyn

Lauder Pink Ribbon Collection

Pure Color Lipstick in

Wildly Pink, $24 for

lipstick and accessory bag,

esteelauder.com

beauty
Editor Meredith Gray

Assistant Molly Ritterbeck

features
Senior News Editor Jane Bianchi

Health Editor Kim Tranell

Associate Editor EUsa Benson
Associate Lifcstvlc Editor Kaitlin Mcnzo

t to the Editor-in-ChiefBernadette Anat

art

Deputy Art Director Wendy Rob J son

Associate Director Miranda Sheppard
Designer Emily Wong Addis

Interactive Editions Art Director Julie SoltZ

photography
Photo Editor Micah B, Rubin
Bookings Editor David N inh

Assistant Anna Marina Karadimas

imaging
Digital Imaging Specialist Leonardo R. Cclcstino

copy
Copy Chief Marlsa Carroll

lip gloss

Cllnique Great Lips Great

Cause Lipgloss Key Ring In

Clearly Pink, Air Kiss, and Cabana
Crush, $16, Macy's

seventeen.com
Fditon. Kelli Aeciardo, Neha Gandhi, Tammy Tibbetts

travel brush
Sephora Collection

Pop Up Hair Brush,

$8, Sephora stores

contributing editors
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Maggie Zellner, April Zhang

hearst magazines international editions
President & CEO Duncan Edwards
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/ice President/Publishing Director Jeannctte Chang
lea President/Editorial Director Kim St. Clair Bodden
ecutive Director/Editorial Astrid O. Bcrtoncini

Creative Director Peter Ya tes

International Editions Editor Jacquelyn Ellis

brushes
Sonia Kashuk Proudly Pink

Purse Brush Set, $15 for

set of five, Target stores

Editor, Argentina Laura Vigo Editor, Chile Pola Mayol
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Acting Editor, Malaysia Sherelyn Goh Editor, Mexico Katy Garcia Lau
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Neutrogena®

WAve/for Chrtrtge/
This summer, Neutrogena® teamed up with GlobalGiving to give you a chance

to be part of something bigger. Similar to Seventeen's Pretty Amazing finalists,

girls like you took action to help make change a reality.

jM^ globalgiving
Neutrogena051

kicked off this year's Wave for Change™ campaign with a

minimum $100,000 donation, and you helped Neutrogena donate more,

up to $250,000! By purchasing and registering your favorite products,

Neutrogena was able to donate $1 per product to GlobalGiving

charities like the ones below.

It's pretty amazing how far $1 can go—imagine what an impact

S250.000 can make if we reach our donation goal!

EDUCATION
Arts for All offers artistic opportunities to in-need NYC children who
otherwise would have little opportunity to explore their creative

talents. $1 provides 1 5 minutes of an artistic workshop for one child.

Miranda Cosgrove

Education Supporter

ENVIRONMENT
TanzSolar Ltd. provides solar light to Tanzanian villagers. $1 helps

a family read, study, and work for 6 months, eliminating the need

for kerosene lanterns that contribute to indoor air pollution, illness,

and fires.

Hayden Panettiere

Environment Supports

DISASTER RECOVERY
Living Dreams enriches the lives of orphans. $1 provides

arts and crafts materials to Japanese children displaced

after the tragic earthquake and tsunami.

Vanessa Hudgens
Disaster Recovery Support*

Neutrogena.com/waveforchange
tDenefit ;
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aking a Difference in fhe World Is,

Pretty Amazing!
• i

The desire to help make a difference

in the world is a trail Seventeen^
Pretty Amazing finalists all share.

They're proof that one person can create

change in their community and beyond.

Seventeen, Neutrogena®

Wave for Change™, and GlobalGiving

honored their work with a celebratory

luncheon in New York City. The event

was attended by Pretty Amazing judge

and Neutrogena7" brand ambassador,

Miranda Cosgrove.

Pretty Amazing finalists with Miranda

Cosgrove (left to nghi Ann, Zoe,

Shannon, Nina, and Lauren}

M \Ji

At Bd carpet deb;

©oAcne
& Makeup Rer :ans

Before Amy applied makeup to Zoe's skin, Zoe cleansed with

Oil-Free Acne Wash Pink Grapefruit. lhis#1 award-winnmg a i

cleanser powerfully treats breakouts, even blackheads, all with a

blast cjf 100% naturally derived grapeiui I, At the end ol (he day,

Zoe removed her makeup with Makeup Remover Cleansing

Towetettes—effectively dissolving all

traces of dirt, oil, and makeup for

clean, fresh sktn In one easy step!

nCta
t,WJJ

To yve Stiannon flawtess looking

skin. Amy used This exclusive

formula with Neutrogena's

proven blemish-fighting

lechnology, Microclear ,M .

This lightweight silky makeup
gave her beautifully natural

coverage while working

undercover to clear

breakouts. To accentuate

her eyes, Amy lined

Shannon's lashes with

Neutrogena* Nourishing

Eye bner.

/

For a finishing touch, Amy used this silky, sheer gloss on Lauren,

leaving her lips feeling moisturized and looking shiny and beautiful.

A single swipe of Ihe wand gave her glossy pink color that wasn't

sticky or tacky and lasted throughout the event!

there is a otonoaonal agreement «n pace between Seventeen and Nevrroflara.
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Texture Coat also available in Black,

Red, Gold, White and Turquoise.

Find us on:

Try it on at

nicolebyopi.com

Available at ULTA and ulta.com

CONTAINS NO DBP, TOLUENE,
OR FORMALDEHYDE

800.341,9999 ©2011 OPI Products Inc.

October is

Breast Cancer

Awareness
month seventeen
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tee

Sizes XS-L, Guess by

Marclano. $68,
Guess by Marclano

stores and

guessmarciano.com

100 percent of

the net proceeds
will benefit

Susan G.Komen
for the cure.
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.
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SHARPIE9

LIQUID PENCIL
NO BREAKING LEAD.
NO BREAKING YOUR FLOW.

REVOLUTIONARY LIQUID

GRAPHITE TECHNOLOGY.
NOW AVAILABLE IN NEW
COLORFUL BARRELS.

START SOMETHING NOWAT
WWW.SHARPIE.COM

SCAN AND SEE WHAT
SHARPIE LIQUID PENCIL

CAN START.

W04S19 ©2011 Newell Rubbermaid Office Products
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look
She's a self-made fashionista

who transformed into a cover

star. Now try her tricks!

P-.T

i

Up gloss
Neutrogena

Moism re Shine Gloss

in Healthy Peach, $8,
drugstores

Dress by Rachel Rachel Roy. Necklace by Sachln +

Babi. Fashion Stylist: Beau Quillian. Hair: Charles Baker
Strahan. Makeup: Nick Barose. Manicure: Jackie

Saulsbery. Photographs: Terry Doyle.

VI '
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'

eyeshadow
Neutrogena

Nourishing Eye

Quad In Sea Shell.

ow. drugstores

blush and bronzer
Neutrogena Healthy

Skin Custom Glow

Blush and Bronzer in

PosleGlow, S12,
drugstores

eyeliner
Neutrogena Nourishing

Eyeliner In Cosmic Black,

$8. drugstores

/

'-

SnC/lHfll reader reward

FREEMASCARA
from Neutrogena!f

HURRY! *
m Hniiteii!

Go to seventeen.com/mascara ~^
and enter the code "prettyamazing"

to receive a free Neutrogena
Healthy Volume Mascara!

Beginning September 13, 20H, go to seventeen.com/mascara and enter the code prettyamazing to receive one (1) free

Neutrogena Healthy Volume Mascara. Five-thousand (5,000) mascaras will be given away. One per person. Giveaway ends

Odoberl^Mn.orwhilesupplieslast.Onceallmascarashavebeendistributed, there will be no substitute productgiven

away. Go toseventeen.com/freebies or see page 151 for moredetails.

SEVENTEEN!
Go behind the scenes of Zoe's cover
shoot at^^_3| _ . _... l

over
U)
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FROM PAGE TO STAGE. WITH SHARPIE LIQUID PENCIL

BREAK A LEG. NOT YOUR LEAD.
15-YEAR-OLD SINGER/SONGWRITER MARIROSE WELDON STARTS EVERY
SONG WITH THE PENCIL THAT PERFORMS WITHOUT A BREAK.

WHAT ARE YOU GONNA START?

W04502 ©2011 Newell Rubbermaid Office Products sharpie.com
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Some foundations have

OPAQUE WAXES & FILLERS
that can cloud your skin. m

DISCOVER THE NEW MAYBELLINE.COM



Stuff you're talking about right now

no more drama!
££ I trulyadmired theABC Familystars™™ for sp< 'akingoul against bullyingin

'[Delete] DigitalDrama' intheAugust

issue.TylerBlackburnadmittingthat

he'dconsidered suicide really hit home
for me. I have felt suicidal in the past, and]

eventhough Iam healthier now, I still

can barely talkabout it. Thankyou for

spreadingthe message that

idsuicide is neverthe answer:I w
-jasmine, 16, los angeles, ca

BAD HAIRDAY
Talk about cutting it close! Vanessa

Hudgens recently freaked after she

chopped off her hair for a movie role. Don't

panic, V. Hudge! Reader Maddi, 17, from

Clearfield, Utah, offers up this advice:

"Short hair is so easy! You can |^
curl it, pouf it, or flip it out.

Cutting mine short is the best f*

decision I ever made!" And, hey, *_

^

it will grow back eventually. MADDI
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twinsies
Justin Bieber and his dad, Jeremy, got

matching tattoos in the exact same spot.

Do you think that's cute or kind of cheesy?

ftVAff

«EBSVi

::• SEVENTEEN.CO
Tell us what you think about t hi

Issue at
kMmfl

FIND YOUR
NUMBER.
FIND YOUR
FIT.
The first shade-aligned

system of foundation,

powder and concealer.

MAYBELLINE
NEW YORK



Like * Us
for a chance to win

*EE JEANS every

EDNESDAY
Follow us

ymijeans.com *@YMIJEANS f FACEB00KC0M/YMIJEANS

meet the 2010 Seventeen

I am so shocked that

mystorywas picked

out of thousands to win the

$5,000 prize from ^
Scholastic! Knowing that

author Suzanne Collins was

one ofthejudges was such

a thrill

—

I laxe the Himqer

Games series! I'm going to usemycash prize to

pursue writingin college. Thanks,Seventeen]

SIMM'S
,

WINNING STORY

jjmoKaces, and our cool new social

partnerfigment.com.

Civ 1

W
You could

win $5,000
from Scholastic!

See page 151 for rate

OMG!
Have you heard about the "sugar baby" trend,

where girls in debt seek out rich older men to

pay off their college loans? What do you think?
Share your thoughts at facebOOk.com/
seventeenmagazine.

hev, roomie
BFFs (and old crushes!) Kellan Lutz and Ashley Greene are

looking for an apartment together. Is this a good idea?

TOTALLY! i

CjS
"You have to take chances sometimes! 1

*L Maybe they'll fall for each other and be f^ the hot new couple in Hollywood!" H
-marissa, 17, via Facebook

NO WAY!

PBj
"At first the idea of living with your bestie

jfl is awesome. (Sleepovers everyday!) But 1
Hi what if you get sick of each other?"

-sarah, 17, via Facebook

V- ,

, ..

COSTUME CHANGE!
It's almost time for Halloween! You tweeted

the looks you want to try:

•arablack dress,

straighten your hair, ant,

getyout "Friday" on! w-
YOU'll NEED:'

[ a black wig

with mega
bangs

SMURFETTE:
runt yourself blue, plunk

on » wtilte nat, and have a

smurly good time!

NEED:

lace paint

Try a body-con dress,

wavy hair extensions,

and a little booty padt

Tweet your costume plans and pics
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zARN A FASHION
SCHOLARSHIP
IN FASHION DESIGN OR FASHION MANAGEMENT

You could earn up to a half-tuition scholarship to enroll in a fashion degree program

at an Art Institutes school, plus a VIP trip to New York City, including:

A "meet and greet" at Seventeen Magazine offices

Lunch and a $500 shopping spree at DKNY with a Seventeen Style Pro

A $500 gift card to shop anywhere in the Big Apple

To learn more about The Art Institutes Passion for Fashion Competition visit:

StylishEducation.com
AiThe Art Institutes

CREATE TOMORROW
^programsjnfo forprogram duration lurttt ,md other costs, median debt federal sald'y data, alumni succew, and otNjr Irnpouant info TneAr* Intftutw *a system of over d5 5C tw

Programs, credential levels, technology, and schedu'ngcptionsvary fay school Severa nstitut s .ducted »n TheAftfnSttt stem ate campuses of South

Administrative th Avenue, 33 rd Floon Pittsburgh, PA t5222©20l1 TWe An Institutes town al LtC 2746 G
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Visit macys.com/mstylelab

everything you want
to know about fashion

at your fingertips

DOLLHOUSE
Ruched sleeve blazer. 59,50.

BELLE DU JOUR
Woven top. 29.50.

GRANE
Flared jeans. 32.50.

Raise your thumb.
Rock your cause.

For every "like" on the mstylelab

Facebook page, Macy's will

donate $1 , up to $250,000*.

to DoSomething.org
DoSomething good right now
with a click. Now through

October 15, 2011.

Advertised merchandise may
not be carried at your local

Macy's and selection may
vary by store. 1080246.

*Total donation of $250,000

includes in-store scans and

online Facebook activations.

IHW
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TO TRY NOW!
When your closet is in desperate need of a few
fun new pieces, it's time to look to the stars.

cardigan
Sizes XS-XL, Mfsson

Target, $50, Target

stores and target.com.

dress
Sizes S-L. Blaque Label,

S93, lulus.com.

necklaces
Chain necklace. Sassy

South Jewelry, $37,

sassysouth.com; red

bead necklace,

AMI Clubwear, S17,

amlclubwear.com.

tights (cut into

socks)

Hue, $20, hue.com.
wedges
Sizes 6-10, Michael

Antonio Studio by

Michael Antonio, $110,

zappos.com.
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shirt

Sizes XS-LC&C California,

$78, candccalifornia.com
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17 WAY
With such sexy
pants, keep

the outfit classy

In a more
buttoned-up top.

I
V

leopard
Jessica Simpson

Collection, $38,
jessicasimpsoncollection

.com

floral

Old Navy. $13,
Old Navy stores and

oldnavy.com

«£

028 -

fc<-

pants
Sizes 3-13, Jou Jou,

$49, macys.com.

shirt

Sizes XS-XL,

Aeropostale, $22,
Aeropostale stores

and aeropostale

.com.

scarf
Old Navy, $13,
Old Navy stores and

oldnavy.com.

shoes
Sizes SVt-lWi,
Topshop. $120,
topshop.com.

Easiest outfit upgrade
ever-WSS

on.onove,VOuMavo,,tete.

bright
Rainbow. $7,

Rainbow stores

m
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plaid
mMlt Penfield. $45,

penfleldusa.com
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fashio

sues at
magazinesdownload

skirt

Sizes S-L. Blaque Label.

$75, lulus.com.

top

Sizes S-XL, Alternative,

$48, Macy's.

belt

Make Me Chic, $7,
makemechlc.com.

tights

Hue, $14. hue.com.
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fashio

Look for ones in bright
candy colors^

«

.
They feel tasruon-yv** ^

itterlng!

pants
Sizes S-L, Hazel

Clothes, $86,
Nordstrom and
myhazel.com

?

1

red
Sizes XS-XL,

Kmart Dream
Out Loud. $16,
Kmart stores

and mykmart
.com

\

k. »

• IB'

purple
Sizes S-XL.

Love. Fire.

$32, firela

.com
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blue
Sizes XS-XL.

Aeropostale. $22,
Aeropostale stores

and aeropostale

.com

•

A

>-*—

gray
Sizes XS-XL
Unionbay.

$40,
stagestores

.com

I II

part*hlmslcai
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%

fl

17 WAY
Dress it up
with a sleek
skirt and chic

accessories.
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Shop on your
TFEWT or

Browse tonsof

culepie«snowontlte

new Seventeen Ultimate

Fashion Flipbook.

ournewlPhoneapp!

Download II tor

IreeoniTuncs!

-i .
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d

sweater
Sizes XS-XL, Kersh,

$85, modcloth.com.

dress
Sizes XS-L. Guess,

$128, Guess stores

and guess.com.

necklace
Shopthelook.net.

$35, shopthelook

.net.

tights

Hue, $14. hue.com.
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make a statement

!

!

This season's hot new bag, the oversize slouchy satchel, is just what The Secret

Circle's ^: : r^ : needs—a chic (and roomy!) place to stash her life.

TTS STA
I Greenville.SC

her role as Lux,

a lonelv leeii searching lor her

hirtli parents, on Life ( nexpected.

She stars as a good girl

who falls in willi ;i popular clique

ofnivsterious witches in llic new

CW drama The Secret Circle

(on Thursdays at 9 p.m. KT).

t

IX
-Vv

N>\

-

vpurse ismv
wonu I always have books,

*

CDs, and hwphones on me
so il needs lo h^huge. Bui

I also waul il to add a lot of

x)|) to myoutfits!

-BRITT

u
'*

more
SAKBEW.

9 V.

v*i

m
knit
See By

Chloe,

$295,
shopbop

.com

A

*rf * t

"1 t«U

>**A
,. . graphic
Ha«»u*u lovers, See.Mac^

metallic
Lespor,sac

, S62|
lesportea com

034

B

'* SEVENTEEN.COM
Hear Brltt talk about her style Icons and th*

she's loving right now at Ti

b

JJare by Marc Jacobs, $17aM-cbyMarCjacobss
$
(^8

s
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ilvinkleinfragrancesxom

dillard's

forbidden euphoria
o new fragrance

Calvin Klein



fashion

look like a star at

homecomin
IV,
T

Romantic shades of pink plus flirty lace,

ruffles, and flowers make you feel extra-girly.

1
-

pleated
Sizes XS-L,

BCBGeneration,

$138. Lord &
Taylor

chiffon
Sizes S-L,

Make Me
Chic, $28,
makemechic

.com J

Be the diva of the dance in a foxy animal-

pri nt d ress (hat shows offyou r edgy side.

accent
flower

Sizes 0-18.

Blush by Alexia,

$258,
promgirl.com

feS*

036
V ' * t

f SEVENTEEN/.

-•

luide is al

if ultimate

sweetheart
Sizes 00-10.

La Femme,
$278, lafemme
fashion.com

££

*-
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magazinesdownl

Whenyou want to 1 ight up the room, go for

hody-con shapes that sparkle from top to bottom.

7

/

i
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,--£*

scoop back
Sizes 0-18.

Flirt by

Maggie

Sottero,

$225,
flirtprom.com

K

x-\

; *

•»

spaghetti strap
Sizes XS-L,

Express, $128,
Express stores and|

express.com

• *

11

\ •

•

»>*

one-shoulder
Sizes 0-16,

Terani Couture,

$380,
teranicouture

* W _

.com

. i

*k, _

Even a classic girl wants to stand

out—so look for eye-catching details.

^X

\ -v-

;

—

:c

strapless
Sizes 2-26,

Davids Bridal,

$149, Davids
Bridal stores

ruched
Sizes S-XL.

Taboo, S46.
Deb stores and

debshops.com

jeweled
Sizes 0-32,

Evenings by

Allure. $238,
nightmovesprom

.com
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"MUST WANT TO SHINE."
Laetitia Casta

Laetitia is wearing Colour Riche Le Gloss in Watermelon Crush (1

lorealparis.com ©2011 uo^aiusA. inc.



fashion

Get the greatest stu« in stores right now—before
:*i< gone.

Bring a little attitude to the hallways

with this shiny piece!

V*

CHUNKY

Why hold back with

just one? Pile 'em

on to go bold.

5 -

v

V
v

fj

"l

Wear it across

the body to

bling up your

outfit.

bag
Mango.

$99, Mango
stores and

mango.com
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blazer
Sizes XS-L. Charlotte

Russe, S40, Charlotte

Russe stores and

charlotterusse.com

*r<-.w-

i*T,

skirt
Sizes XS-XL,
Material Girl,

$26, Macy's

m

sputum/ smr
On those totally blah days, slip on a

little sequin to brighten your mood.

040 P- SEVENTEEN!

v

bangles
Forever 21.

$8 each, select

Forever 21 stores

and forever21.com

OGTOh t)PK( This one is a

J\v I fsV Wv/y no-brainer: happy

* T. '.*."• tqlor, sweet print,

:,** * ' " and easy to style.
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dress
Sizes 2-12,

,
•

M
m

m
* • *

H&M, $30, ,-

* * *

I t m i

* • t

i

H&M stores
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These shoes mix two major

trends for double style impact!

een
in their haul videos. Tune in at

new si
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THE NEW FRAGRANCE FOR WOMEN

DAISY
MARC JACOBS

EAU SO FRESH

DAISYMARCOACOBS COM HANNAH PHOTOGRAPHED BY JUERGEN TELLER

SEPHORA
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ADVERTISEMENT
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Clear

lUNI I ll» \AI IONS
%^ FCH\r>\TIU\

RIGHT NOW
There is a 1 5 year old girl in Africa about to give birth

to her second child. Another in Central America who has

never spent a day in school. And somewhere, a girl

has to walk 15 hours a day to collect water for her family

YOU CAN HELP HER
If you have the will to organize and the heart to make
a difference, your friends at CLEAN & CLEAR®
can help you succeed.

Be a HERo
Apply to be an official Girl Up HERo. Many are needed
and one HERo will be selected to travel to NYC
with her BFF for a:

• Visit to the United Nations

• Two-day mini-mentorship at the offices

of Seventeen and Cosmopolitan Publishing

• $500 grant to continue her work in the community

You have the power to change the world.

The journey starts here:

facebook.com/cleanandclear

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN. CLEAN & CLEAR" and Girl Up HERws
Contest. Sponsored by Hearst Communications. Inc. Contest begins on 8/1/201 1 at 12:01

am ET and ends on 10/16/201 1 at 1 1 59 pm ET. Go to facebook.com/cieanandcieaf (the

"Contest Site"). Clck on the Glri Up Tab and entrants can tlien enter the Contest through the

application located in the Girl Up Tab by filling out and submitting the entry form provided.

V'drro upload esquired bi wtoy v deos must be si tees) I mfciuto u i to more Ihan 3
minutes. Videos may be no larger than 1OOMB in file size and must be In one of the following

tormals: ,avl, .mov, .wrnv. ,mp4, .mpeg. or Jlv. One grand prize winner and best friend

will receive a 3-nlght trip to New York City, receive a 2-day mmi menlorshlp experience at

Cosmopolitan PubHsning and Seventeen magazine, and a $500 grant to be used toward the

winner's cause. The winner and best friend will also recerve a 1-day visit to the United Nations

(provided by Gin Up). Must be 1 3 years or older, and a resident of the 50 United Stales

or District of Columbia. Void where prohibited by law. Contest is subject to complete official

rules available at tacebook.com/cleanandclear.



lUU of people had
clearer skin in just 1 day
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Cleao
Clear.

To get results like this, you need the

CLEAN & CLEAR' ADVANTAGE'

ACNE CONTROL KIT

A unique combination of advanced

skincare technologies that fight the

multiple causes of acne:

Bf clogged pores

Sf bacteria

ar on

advantage

Use only as directed.

Message and data rales may apply.

SAVE $5
text CLEAN
to 467467



Cutest week ever!
Whether walking the red carpet or strolling the street, Selena always

looks chic—so steal her tricks. (Now if only we could steal her BF!)

tuesda

•v

A>

\ FRINGE + MAXISKIRT

Boho doesn't have to be boring-a fringe Look polished for a class presentation

(op and a black skirt look totally modern! in a pretty blouse and classic skinnies.

Kick off the week

in can't-miss-

me graphics

like mega stripes

and a bold scarf.

LOVE YOW LOOK
EVERY DAY!

\/'H7///''7/10
STWE

O

Our new book is packed

with style tricks and

outfit ideas-plus

Selena Gomez's

best fashion secrets!

Get yours now at

seventeen.com/,

stylebook.

SPARKLET

Nothing says "Woo-hoo, Friday!"

likea glitterytopand sleek jeans!

Let some colorful plaid peek out

of a head-to-toe gray look.

sunday

Rough up your party dress

with unexpected booties!

SWEATER + BF

Make a comfy look cooler with flirty touches

like a slip of shoulder and a cute beanie.

I
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MELANIE
ICHELLE

V

/
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ON MELANIE: Faux Leather Bomber Jacket $£ Striped

Cowl Neck Crop I ON CHELSEA: Striped Hankerchief
Hem V-Neck Sweater i ON MICHELLE: Faux Leather
Bomber Jacket I- ; PoJka Dot Crop Top .w^r

CHELSEA

fc

Get
FREE MUSIC 61

from American RagI
Score a $1 iTunes gift card*

with your purchase of the ultimate

wardrobe must-have—American Rag's

bomber jacket! Text AMRAG
and the SKU number to 467467

PULSE
American Rag sent Seventeen Style Council members on the road to get

the insiders' scoop on all the coolest music festival fashions and trends
at Bamboozle and Vans Warped Tour.

This is your VIP pass to all the high notes of their experiences—
the bands the outfits, the backstage interviews, and more!

BAMBOOIXX

LVj

WARPED
TOUR 11

II
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HELSEA'S FESTIVAL DIARY
BACKSTAGE AT VANS WARPED TOUR

EN POINTE
Cute and comfortable, these

shceswere made for dancing!

Ballet Flats S29.95

GET THE LOOK: CONCERT CUTIS

P/rfy ap your sweet side av\d beat the festival

heat with a breezy frock and light layers.

Feminine prints in muted colors mixed with

chunky statement jewelry can take you

straight from concert crush to firstdate!

BELT IT OUT
Finding the perfect

accent piece is aonch.
Two-fer B©»t S18

Humrnlngb.'dPmt "le-front Top $39
Double-strap Chiffon Dress$54
Strep Pumps $59

WANT MORE?
Follow the blogs of

Chelsea, Michelle, and

Melanie exclusively on

raggedmag.com! #*
"<"-pee< rour « S,ck h**M



ADVERTISEMENT

MELANIE'S FESTIVAL DIARY:
FESTIVAL TIPS- ^^^-^^^^

LINKED IN
Pino love wtth this pe^ectcaTyaP,

Crossbody Bag S24

BOOT-YLICIOUS
Rain or shine, put your best foot forward.

Boots S99 «W5BS

GET THE LOOK: FOOL PROOF FASHION

Whether ifs the perfect fitted jacket that

instantly fakes a look frou casual to cool, or a

dress that doubles as a long tunic top, invest in

convertible pieces to get the most out of your

wardrobe. After all, a girl needs her options!
Long-sleeve Ekxjcle Blazer $59
Scoop-neck StripeDress*35

Beset Rats $2{
UtlityBefl

Checkout behind-the-scenes footage from

theirAmerican Rag photo shoot right on your phone!

Step?

iload trie free app at http://0ettag.moN

IMS CD*

For help visit seventeen.com/flettag



ADVERTISEMENT

MICHELLE'S FESTIVAL DIARY:

%»•«

rsssssss:

UTILITARIAN CHIC
For^i *^eets function in Vns festival essential.

Convertible Crossborfy

*j&

GET THE LOOK:

CE SPIRITED FASHIOKISTA

Mrffce a style statement with

unexpected combinations of

colors and textures. Funky

tribal patterns and crochet

channel your inner bohemian.

Complete the look by mixing

and matching metal and

wood accessories.

STAR-STUDDED
Heavy r^etai with a hmt

Of southern charm
Jean Belt S2**

Faux Fur Stitch Vest $59
AztecStnoe Tank $29
Jeggings $49

r S79

ROCK OUT
IN STYLEI

'Check out the full American Rag

collection in-store and online.

Available only at Macy's

and macys.com.

Su^s andsmiles
all around *



me

ring
Design Spark. $20,
shopdesignspark

mini price

:

Channel the stars by adding some A-list sparkle to your life!

.*'/>
.com bracelet

AMICIubwear, $15,

amiclubwear.com



When it comes to capturing that celebrity sparkle,

Jade is a gem! Now steal her tricks for yourself.

name: Jade, 19

city: San Diego, C

A

storesshe Ms: Zara, Asos, H&M, Forever 21

designers she Ms: Marchesa, Rodarte,

The Row, Alexander Wang, Balenciaga

style icons she Ms: Mary-Kate and Ashley

Olsen, Alexa Chung, Selena Gomez

find her (a): these-days.com

Q FIND A STY
UL MATE'.

Q GET TIPS

ON TWITTER!

k nfoliowatonof
celebrities, likeShenae

"Grimes.A lot ofthem
* post picturesof iheir

real mil fils, not the

•ed-carpel looks they

X1 ! from a stylist"

top

Sizes S-L,

Forever 21,

$18,

select

Forever 21
stores and

forever21
.com.

scarf
H&M.

$13. H&M
stores.

"For school, I don'l like

tooverlhink mvoulfits.

Selena Gome/'s look is

always so easy—a plain

f lop.jeans.and adCflUX

£tf She's the reason I have

a lot ofscarves!"

Q LIVE IN

YOUR BOOTS!

"For all thewalkingldoon

campus, I loveculc bools \\ i I \\

a low heel. They're

mygo-to. I wear them with

everything jeans, shorts, orj

cute dresses.'

fall isa shearling

jacket. I'm obsessed!

li looks reallychic

with a sweet dress,

to let the shearling

standout.'

"1 used to be blonde,

but 1 started dveing

mv hair darker. Mucl
»

more sophisticated!

So I alwavshave m\

eveon celebrities

wilh lung, dark hair,

lik^Milakunis.
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?• SEVENTEEN.CO
Check out Jade's exclusive guest blog at

^^^^ . She's spilling her style secrets*
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CARESS
OUR LIPS-
MOISTURE RENEW

LIP COLOUR SPF 18

AND GLOSS SPF 15

OUR#1
SELLING PRODUCT
REDUCES DRYNESS up to 65%

with VITAMINS A, C&E
and COLLAGEN

1
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ZOOEY DESCHANE'

GET THE LOND
'UK's 01 cosmetic brand based o
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1

th May 2011
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HOT LOOKS
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steal celeb style

!

A totally hot Hollywood look is in store for you—literally, at your ma

booties

Sizes 6-10, $139
BCBGeneration stores
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leggings
Sizes XS-L $49, macys.com

cardigan
Sizes S-L, $79,

betseyjohnson.com

h- SEVENTEEN.COM
rtahead start on

Seventeen'* new store nteen.com/shopping
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love it
or leave it ?

Even celebs can turn their cutest pieces into

fashion flubs. Now learn from their mistakes!

An embellished cropped Jacket dresses

up a simple jeans-and-tee outfit

and makes it feel more special.

Watch proportion with an oversize

boyfriend blazer! If it's too big, it will

overwhelm the rest of your outfit.

A cool pattern peeking out Tights this ripped actually

from under short shorts look like you're trying

adds graphic impact. too hard to be edgy.

s
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A floppy fedora gives a

crisp shirt and beads a

chic modern-hippie vibe.

With a crocheted dress,

the boho accessory suddenly

feels too costumey.

054 seventeen.com [ October 2on SEVENTEEN!

O
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o

stylist to

nup at teen.com/dressupgames
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YOU CANT FIGHT YOUR HORMONES, BUT YOU CAN DO SOMETHING ABOUT THE ACNE BREAKOUTS THEY CAUSE. SO BUME BIOLOGY? THEN 1 . CALL YOUR

DOCTOR, AND 2. ASK ABOUT PRESCRIPTION EPIDUO
p

^z/^5tew5/7//te/7^y/^/i?>r//fe; GEL0.1%/2.5D
/o. IT'S THE FIRST (AND ONLY!) ONCE-A-DAY TOPICAL GEL THAT

COMBINES TWO DF THE MOST WIDELY PRESCRIBED ACNE MEDICATIONS TO WORK ON THE BREAKOUTS YOU HAVE AND HELP PREVENT NEW ONES. EASY.

// VOW COWUO NV 00 fltORE YKMI $3S* FOR YOWK EPiOUO PRESCRSPYSOA. So to [piduo.com to findout how.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION: Epiduo* Gel is indicated for the topical treatment of acne vulgaris in patients 12 years and older. Apply to affected skin

once per day, avoiding the eyes, lips and mucous membranes. The most common adverse events associated with use of Epiduo* Gel are redness, scaling, dryness,

stinging and burning. In addition, you may also experience contact dermatitis and/or skin irritation. These side effects typically resolve during the first four weeks

of treatment, but speak to your doctor if they persist. You should avoid excessive exposure to sunlight and sunlamps while using Epiduo" Gel, and using sunscreen

products and protective clothing is recommended. Oo not use irritating topical products that contain resorcinol, salicylic acid or sulfur when using Epiduo* Gel,

Epiduo
B

Gel has not been tested in pregnant or nursing women, or with the elderly. Pregnancy Category C.

You are encouraged to report negative side effects of prescription drugs to the FDA. Visit www.fda.gov/medwatch, or call 1-8Q0-FDA-1088.

Plesse see BriefSummary ofPrescribing Information on nextpage,

* forms! insuredpatients, Bsstiicrtons may apply. See fplilua.com/'rebate for details. Hot ntiti forprescriptions reimbursed under federal/State programs.

Uninsured patients please go m fpiduo.com/reBate for more information

GALDERMAn
Epiduo

pjBUHll

fdldenra is a regiaieretl irademart cTOn Galdemu UitwKories, LP [PI-650A Printed in USA 3/11 peroxide)mmQk



EPIDUO™ Rxonly

(adapalene and benzoyl peroxide) Gel 0.1%/ 2.5%

For Topical Use Only

Not For Ophthalmic, Oral, or Intravaginal Use.

BRIEF SUMMARY

INDICATIONS AND USAGE
EPIDUO Gel is a combination of adapalene, a retinoid, and benzoyl peroxide, and is

indicated for the topical treatment of acne vulgaris in patients 12 years of age and

older.

CONTRAINDICATIONS

None.

WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS

Ultraviolet Light and Environmental Exposure: Avoid exposure to sunlight and

sunlamps. Wear sunscreen when sun exposure cannot be avoided.

Erythema, scaling, dryness, and stinging/burning may occur with use of EPIDUO

Gel.

ADVERSE REACTIONS

Observed local adverse reactions in patients treated with EPIDUO Gel were

erythema, scaling, dryness, stinging, and burning. Other most commonly reported

adverse events (>1%) in patients treated with EPIDUO Gel were dry skin, contact

dermatitis, application site burning, application site irritation, skin irritation.

DRUG INTERACTIONS

Exercise caution in using preparations containing sulfur, resorcinol. or salicylic acid,

medicated or abrasive soaps and cleansers and products with high concentrations

of alcohol or astringents in combination with EPIDUO Gel.

Concomitant use of topical products with a strong drying effect can increase irrita-

tion. Use with caution.

Pregnancy

Pregnancy Category C. There are no well-controlled trials in pregnant women
treated with EPIDUO Gel. Animal reproduction studies have not been conducted

with the combination gel or benzoyl peroxide. Furthermore, such studies are not

always predictive of human response; therefore, EPIDUO Gel should be used during

pregnancy only if the potential benefit justifies the risk to the fetus.

No teratogenic effects were observed in rats treated with oral doses of 0.15 to 5.0

mg adapalene/kg/day, up to 25 times (mg/mVday) the maximum recommended hu-

man dose (MRHD) of 2 grams of EPIDUO Gel. However, teratogenic changes were

observed in rats and rabbits when treated with oral doses of > 25 mg adapalene/

kg/day representing 123 and 246 times MRHD. respectively. Findings included

cleft palate, microphthalmia, encephalocele and skeletal abnormalities in rats; and

umbilical hernia, exophthalmos and kidney and skeletal abnormalities in rabbits.

Dermal teratology studies conducted in rats and rabbits at doses of 0.6-6.0 mg
adapalene/kg/day [25-59 times (mg/m2

) the MRHD] exhibited no fetotoxicity and

only minimal increases in supernumerary ribs in both species and delayed ossifica-

tion in rabbits.

Nursing Mothers

It is not known whether adapalene or benzoyl peroxide is excreted in human milk

following use of EPIDUO Gel. Because many drugs are excreted in human milk,

caution should be exercised when EPIDUO Gel is administered to a nursing woman.

Pediatric Use

Safety and effectiveness of EPIDUO Gel in pediatric patients under the age of 12

have not been established.

Geriatric Use

Clinical studies of EPIDUO Gel did not include sufficient numbers of subjects aged

65 and over to determine whether they respond differently from younger subjects.

Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility

No carcinogenicity, photocarcinogenicity, genotoxicity, or fertility studies were

conducted with EPIDUO Gel.

Carcinogenicity studies with adapalene have been conducted in mice at topical

doses of 0.4, 1.3, and 4.0 mg/kg/day (1.2. 3.9, and 12 mg/m?/day), and in rats at

oral doses of 0.15, 0.5, and 1.5 mg/kg/day (0.9, 3.0, and 9.0 mg/m2
/day). In terms

of body surface area, the highest dose levels are 9.8 (mice) and 7.4 times (rats)

the MRHD of 2 grams of EPIDUO Gel. In the rat study, an increased incidence of

benign and malignant pheochromcytomas in the adrenal medulla of male rats was

observed.

No significant increase in tumor formation was observed in rodents topically

treated with 15-25% benzoyl peroxide carbopol gel (6-10 times the concentration

of benzoyl peroxide in EPIDUO Gel) for two years. Rats received maximum daily

applications of 138 (males) and 205 (females) mg benzoyl peroxide/kg. In terms

of body surface area, these levels are 27-40 times the MRHD. Similar results were

obtained in mice topically treated with 25% benzoyl peroxide carbopol gel for 56

weeks followed by intermittent treatment with 15% benzoyl peroxide carbopol gel

for rest of the 2 years study period, and in mice topically treated with 5% benzoyl

peroxide carbopol gel for two years.

The role of benzoyl peroxide as a tumor promoter has been well established in

several animal species. However, the significance of this finding in humans is

unknown.

In a photocarcinogenicity study conducted with 5% benzoyl peroxide carbopol gel,

no increase in UV-induced tumor formation was observed in hairless mice topically

treated for 40 weeks.

No photocarcinogenicity studies were conducted with adapalene. However, animal

studies have shown an increased tumorigenic risk with the use of pharmacologi-

cally similar drugs (e.g.. retinoids) when exposed to UV irradiation in the laboratory

or sunlight. Although the significance of these findings to humans is not clear,

patients should be advised to avoid or minimize exposure to either sunlight or

artificial irradiation sources.

Adapalene did not exhibit mutagenic or genotoxic effects in vitro (Ames test,

Chinese hamster ovary cell assay, mouse lymphoma TK assay) or in vivo (mouse

micronucleus test).

Bacterial mutagenicity assays (Ames test) with benzoyl peroxide has provided

mixed results, mutagenic potential was observed in a few but not in a majority of

investigations. Benzoyl peroxide has been shown to produce single-strand DNA
breaks in human bronchial epithelial and mouse epidermal cells, it has caused

DNA-protein cross-links in the human cells, and has also induced a dose-depend-

ent increase in sister chromatid exchanges in Chinese hamster ovary cells.

In rat oral studies, 20 mg adapalene/kg/day (120 mg/m 7
/day; 98 times the MRHD

based on mg/mVday comparison) did not affect the reproductive performance and

fertility of Fo males and females, or growth, development and reproductive function

of Fi offspring.

No fertility studies were conducted with benzoyl peroxide.

PATIENT COUNSELING INFORMATION
- Advise patients to cleanse the area to be treated with a mild or soapless

cleanser; pat dry, Apply EPIDUO Gel as a thin layer, avoiding the eyes, lips and

mucous membranes.

- Advise patients not to use more than the recommended amount and not to

apply more than once daily as this will not produce faster results, but may

increase irritation.

- EPIDUO Gel may cause irritation such as erythema, scaling, dryness, stinging

or burning.

- Advise patients to minimize exposure to sunlight, including sunlamps. Recom-

mend the use of sunscreen products and protective apparel, (e.g., hat) when

exposure cannot be avoided.

- EPIDUO Gel may bleach hair and colored fabric.

Marketed by:

GALDERMA LABORATORIES. LP.

Fort Worth. Texas 76177 USA
Manufactured by:

Galderma Production Canada Inc.

Baie d'Urfe, QC. H9X 3S4 Canada

Made in Canada.

GALDERMA is a registered trademark.

Revised: December 2008

P51 356-0
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m SCHOOL OF FILM & ACTING
*,

—
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i <j

H Ine MostHands-on Intensive Programs in the World

16mm • 35mm • Hi-Def • RED ONE™ Camera • Super 16mm • HDSLR tv\

m IH TJATJAfi

|

ONE & TWO-YEAR CONSERVATORY • TWO-YEAR ASSOCIATE OF FINE ARTS

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS • MASTER OF FINE ARTS

SHORT-TERM HANDS-ON INTENSIVE TOTAL IMMERSION WORKSHOPSALSO AVAILABLE YEAR-ROUND

U-l

NEW YORK CITY • UNIVERSAL STUDIOS, CALIFORNIA • ABU DHABI, UAE • AUSTRALIA

HARVARD UNIVERSITY* • DISNEY STUDIOS* • PARIS* • FLORENCE* • JAPAN* • KOREA* • CHINA*

All credits and degrees are solely granted by the New York Film Academy California. All degree programs take place on the backlot of Universal Studios, Hollywood.

All workshops are solely owned and operated by the New York Film Academy and such workshops are not affiliated with Universal Studios, Harvard University, or Disney Studios. "SUMMER ONLY,

m

m i



APPLE
Chew on this: Apples

contain quercetin,

an antioxidant that

prevents blemishes. A i|

thin layer of this green

apple concentrate will

calm the redness and

inflammation you get

from breakouts.
TRY: Super by Dr. Nicholas

Perricone Acne Solution, $50,
Sephora stores

AMAZING SKIN

We're spelling out everything you need to know to get

clear skin now and foreverl by rnereclith gray
A



beauty
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CLEAN BETTER
This amazing gadget deep-cleans the

gunk out of your pores, reaching all

of that trapped dirt, oil, and makeup
to sweep it away.
TRY: Clarisonic Mia Sonic Skin Cleansing

System, $119, Sephora stores

I

>
"

t»* —.

W BEAUTY BALM
Think of this new product as a tinted

moisturizer on steroids! These soothing

creams moisturize dry patches, lighten

dark spots, and protect with SPF.

TRY: MAC Prep + Prime BB Beauty Balm SPF 35, $30,
maccosmetlcs.com; Boscia B.B. Cream SPF 27 PA++, $38,
Sephora stores

compteto ocr* (

DERM SECRET
If you have acne, dermatologists

recommend fighting it with a three-step

regimen: a salicylic acid cleanser, a benzoyl

peroxide spot treatment, and a daily

moisturizer. Lucky for you, you can get the

same setup without an appointment!
TRY: Neutrogena Complete Acne Therapy System, $25,
drugstores

The dark spots

zits leave behind

can be worse

than the zits

themselves! This

daily cream fades

them fast, so you

look clearer and
brighter all over
TRY: Palmer's Cocoa

Butter Formula Eventone

Fade Cream. $9. drugstores

\
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FAKE IT
Concealer can do more than

just spackle over bumps.
These three super products

help you fake flawless skin!

O covers and treats zits

TRY: Proactiv Concealer Plus, $15.
dlscoverproactlv.com

© hides and brightens

dark spots over time
TRY: Bobbl Brown Brightening Spot

Treatment Corrector SPF 25, $35,
bobbibrown.com

© conceals tired eyes with

a pretty highlight
TRY: Rlmmel London Match Perfection

Concealer, $6, drugstores

XPERTS: Macrene Alexiades, M.D., Ph.D., a dermatologist In New York, NY; Heidi A.
Waldorf, M.D., director, Laser and Cosmetic Dermatology at Mount Sinai Medical Center In New York, NY.
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Discover backstage I

lorealparis.com/

;rets made easy at

rets

u low Smoky forA Eyes (908).

Now, define, color

and highlight in just

one sweep.

NEW

the onem ar
EYE SHADOW/

Achieve a beautiful, professional look

from our one-of-a-kind applicator.

In Natural, Playful, and now Smoky,

12 expertly coordinated palettes enhance

eye color like no other shadows can.

*r

X
Mistake-proof results have never been easier.

:.VM I !..-... ,V-j SWEEP ACROSS FINIShe) LOOK

Because you're worth it™

L'OREAL ©

LM4

PARiS
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GLOW
Summer is over, but

you can keep the

glow going with a

bronzing oil-

Smooth a few
drops over clean,

dry skin on any

parts you want^
to play up.

.

JUICE UP
You already know it's

what's on the inside that

counts, but that holds

true for your skin, too!

This drink mix is loaded

with vitamin C and

antioxidants to make
skin prettier from the

inside out.

TRY: Borba Healthy Glow Immunity

Drink Mix, $20 for 28 packets,

walgreens.com

H

HABITS

HCIU RADIANCE Nft
IUU US

""'
Fll fiHiruoiuv"

Skin loves routine—stick to one

and you'll see results! Get into

the habit of using an exfoliating

pad every morning. It will wipe

away the dirt and oil that collects

overnight, giving your face a

fresh start. These contain glycolic

acid, which sloughs off dead skin,

plus lemon peel to brighten.

TRY: First Aid Beauty Facial Radiance Pads, $28.
Sephora stores

INSTANT
JL RELIEF
If you constantly have red, irritated

skin, you could have a condition

called rosacea. This calming spritz

soothes symptoms fast, and the more
you use it, the less redness you'll see!

TRY: Physicians Formula Instant Skin Calming Spray.

$17, drugstores
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KITCHEN
REMEDIES
Whip up a spa-worthy mask
right in your own home.

ACNE MASK
Strawberries are a great natural

exfoliant! This mixture will help
smooth bumps and unclog pores.

it ~d added a

prcrriermltol
-

* Mix together equal parts

mashed strawberries and

plain yogurt.

Spread the mixture

on clean skin.

Heave on tor 10 to 15

minutes, then rinse

with warm water.

Follow with alcohol-free

toner and moisturizer.

17 EXPERT: Renee Rouleau, celebrity esthetician and

founder of Rcnee Rouleau Skin Care,
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LACTIC ACID
This magic ingredient tackles those tiny, hard
bumps that seem like pimples but won't go away.

Try a toner for your face and a spray for your

body—the lactic acid will break through the

bumps and slough them away.
TRY: DormaDoctor Litmus Test Replenishing Toner, $35. ulta.com;

Clean Clear Radiance Body Mist In Shower Fresh, $29. Sephora stores

OUT

TOfATMCNT

MULTITASK
You don't need a million acne

products in your regimen!

This all-in-one benzoyl

peroxide treatment can be used

as a cleanser, mask, or spot

treatment. Apply it twice a

day: Just massage it in for two
minutes, and then rinse. Done!
TRY: X Out Wash-In Treatment, $25. xout.com

|lf|
ill I

JOSE MARAN
Argan Cleansing Oil

OIL

NIGHTTIME
TREATMENTS
Get a brighter, smoother complexion

in your sleep! (It's the best time for

skin to renew itself.) This moisturizer

hydrates your skin after a rough day
of stress and sun exposure, but it

also contains special time-released

salicylic acid to exfoliate gently,

keeping you clear.

TRY: Clinique Turnaround Overnight Radiance

Moisturizer. |'4T. clinique.com

i

You may think of oil as the

enemy, but your skin needs

a little to stay balanced

—

overly dry skin can lead

to breakouts, too! This

cleanser nourishes your

skin without stripping it

of the good stuff.

TRY: Josie Maran Argan Cleansing Oil,

$32, Sephora stores

PORES
You can't change
the size of your

pores (it's genetic!),

but this gel helps

them look smaller

by tightening the

skin around them.

Apply it under
your makeup for a

smooth matte finish.

TRY: Dr. Brandt Pore Thing

T-Zone Pore Tightener, $45,
drbrandtskincarexom
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THE COLD SORE MADE ME
THINK OF CALLING OFF THE DATE

Get
"

tn^jIT^ftriffSffl for less.*

Orajel* contains the maximum amount of medicine to deliver the instant

pain relief you need to look your best, at a fraction of the cost of the leading

brand. So the next time you need immediate cold sore relief, give Orajel a

try. Visit orajel.com for money-saving offers and more information.
Real Relief in Real Time.

"Versus ihe leading brand, Data on file. Use as directed. ORAJEL is a trademark of Church & Dwight Co- Inc. £201 i Church & Dwight Co- Inc.
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QUICK RECOVERY
You know you're not supposed to

pop a zit . . . but sometimes you can't

resist. Heal the damage with this spot

treatment, which works overnight to

soothe the broken skin and dry up the

remaining blemish.
TRY: Clean & Clear Advantage Popped Pimple Relief

Drying Pasle, $7. drugstores

P^^

LAHOOC-POSAr

RETINOL
This ingredient is one of the most powerful

acne-fighters you can get without a

prescription. Look for it in a daily treatment

(like this one, which combines a form of retinol

with salicylic acid for extra exfoliating power).

It helps skin cells shed faster, so your pores

always stay clear.

TRY: La Roche-Posay Effaclar K, $28, cvs.com

EFFACLAR K

0»*T MX7VAT*G
hf M-*
SAUCYUCAGO
JCNf TWATMfV

•ni-tOULfltJ

SCRUBS
For glowing, even skin

all over, swap out your

regular cleanser every

other day for a scrub

—

it will get rid of dryness

and rough patches so

your skin is baby-soft.

BODY: St. Ives Naturally Clear

Green Tea Body Scrub, $6,
drugstores

FACE: Olay Pore Minimizing

Cleanser + Scrub, $7. drugstores

TREAT
Spot treatments usually

rub off before they can do
their job. This gel forms

a clear barrier over the

pimple to force acne-fighting

ingredients deep into the

pore. Plus, it acts like a

primer under makeup, so it

won't clump on your zits

!

TRY: Clearasll Ultra Rapid Action Seal-to-

Clear Gel. $10, drugstores

**/•** •

y
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INIVERSAL
When your skin seems to change
from day to day, you can't go
wrong with Cetaphil—this

ultra-gentle cleanser works for

any skin type,

TRY: Cetaphil Gentle Skin Cleanser

$8 for 8 oz. f drugstores
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SCAN TO FIND THE PERFECT GO 360°
CLEAN CLEANSER FOR YOUR SKIN TYPE:

Scan this barcode with your web-enabled camera phone.

Don't have a barcode reader? Text Scan to 43588 to download

a free reader. Standard text and data rates may apply.

"vs. traditional cleansing in a clinical test. ©2011 L'Oeal USA, Inc.

www. lorealparis.com

SMALLER PORES + CLEANER SKIN

Make friends with the

magnifying mirror.

DEEP FACIAL CLEANSERS
+ THESCRUBLET ru

Our pore-by-pore cleansers are clinically proven

to clean better than traditional cleansers.* So you

can reveal picture-perfect skin, even up close.

NO MATTER WHAT YOUR SKIN TYPE,

WE'VE GOT YOUR MATCH:

normal • acne-prone + oily • sensitive + dry

daily scrub for all skin types

Because you're worth it™

L'OREAL ®
PARIS
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VVviVITAMINS
They're good for your body,

but they have bonus benefits

for your skin! Vitamins C
and E have antioxidants

that protect skin from

UV damage. Vitamin A
repairs skin tissue, so you
stay smooth, not flaky. And
vitamin B complex gives

skin extra strength!

s Nil!
ACNE-
PRONE

'&&
VICHY

i I I
i

DRY V>'

ACKt P*-<;\L SKA

»m /aoz

uesto

WATER
No matter what your

skin type is, H.,0 is the

single most important
thing it needs to stay

healthy. These

water-based

moisturizers quench

any skin's thirst.

DRY: La Roche-Posay

Hydraphase Intense Rlche, $33,
CVS stores

OILY: Formula 10.0.6 Seriously

Shine Free Mattifying Oil-Free

Moisturizer, $7, ULTA stores

ACNE-PRONE: Vichy

Normaderm Triple-Action

Anti-Acne Hydrating Lotion, $23,
CVS stores

YEAR-
ROUND

Sunscreen isn't just for summer-

your skin needs protection every

day, even in winter. For the highest

level, look for a PA++ rating, like

on this daily moisturizer. It covers

both UVA and UVB rays, so you're

guarded against everything from

burns to future wrinkles.

THY: Benefit Triple Performing Facial Emulsion

SPF 15 PA++, $28. benefitcosmetlcs.com

******&
better!

XTRA
GENTLE

If your skin is red, itchy, or super-dry,

you may have sensitive skin! Look
for hypoallergenic products that calm
irritation and prevent future flare-ups.

TRY: Yes to Cucumbers Hypoallergenic

Body Lotion, $8, Target stores

\

^^ ZAP IT!
/ Ever wish you could wave a magic wand

/ ^ftk to make a zit disappear? This mini device

^^^^ ~ 1 uses a combination of bacteria-killing blue

z^^^^^^^r ^S^t, heat, and sonic vibration to fade a

pimple in 24 hours. Voila!

THY: TandaZap, $49, Sephora stores

068 i-l^::ii:: "i-rf
Get answers to any skin care
3t .-- m/getadvice

tandaZAP
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New on Facebook!
Exclusive Seventeen offers, events, and updates

available on the CHECK IT OUT tab at

facebook.com/seventeenmagazine

(look under our profile picture for the tab)

Keds "How Do You
Do?" Contest Winner

Congratulations to Kalilyn of Pembroke

Pines, FL for winning the Keds "How

Do You Oo? n
Contest! She received

a new pair of Keds and a $1,000

cash prize to pursue her passion for art

and continue to create, collaborate, and

contribute to her community.

Check out all the "How Do You Do?"

Contest finalists at

seventeen.com/checkitout.

Check It Out! on Facebook

Go to the "Check It Out!" Tab on Seventeen's

Facebook page to get notified about exciting

contests, sweepstakes, exclusive events,

and the latest style trends!

Check back regularly for up-to-the-minute

promotions and can't-miss offers!

facebook.com/seventeenmagazine

WII'fHMI

slrlvpros

Gossip Girl: The Complete Fourth Season

Your favorite privileged Manhattanites are back for a scandalous fourth season

with more drama, backstabbing (and of course, parties!). This 5-dtsc set

contains all 22 fabulous episodes along with

two all-new bonus featurettes. gag reel,

deleted scenes, and more!

Own Gossip Girl:

The Complete Fourth Season

on DVD August 23rd.

gossipgirltvondvd.com

Make Today 'Uke'able

Check us out on Facebook at facebook.com/famousfootwear and follow

us on Twitter ©FamousFootwear tor previews of upcoming trends, exclusive

giveaways, free music downloads and great offers!

FAMOUS
footwear
MAKE TODAY rAMOUS*

fc

Dream Out Loud by Selena Gomez
Its Back-to-School time and the latest collection from Dream Out Loud by Selena Gomez

is taking a fresh spin on the classic American school-girl look style.

From A-line skirts to plaid shirts, you can

find all of Selena's favorite looks exclusively

at Kmart and kmart.com.

Wyat kmart

Enter the Mary Kay® "Fall Into Your Beauty" Sweepstakes!

This Back-to-School season, fall into your beauty and books with the help of Mary Kay.

Enter for a chance to win a $5,000 college scholarship from Mary Kay! To qualify, text MKENTER to 467467,

or visit seventeen.com/marykay. MARy KAy
NO PURCHASE WICESSARY TO ENTER OR WW Mary Kay's 'Fait into \bur Beauty Sweepstakes. Sponsored by Hea-sl Communications. Inc. Two ways to enter (<) Tot -MKENTER" to

46746? or <iO visit soventeanxom/maritor and complete and $ubn* the entry form Swoepstakes beg** at 1 2 01am ET on 9/6711 andenrjsatn 5QrjmETon lO/17/n By taxing

moble phone enaants wit tie charged standard text messaging rates la text messages sent and reoe.vsd Snopfctf has a MO -SPAM promse. Contact your earner tor pricing plans

ana details. Odds of winning depend on the number ofetlgMaanulesrecervod.Tor^

District ol Columba and you must be either a Qualitea Student (as defmed below) or you must be Ire parent or legal guardian of a Qualified Student. A ' Qualit«d Student' <g>
is a stioent who « at least 16 years old and no WtJer titan 24 years, who s currenPy enrolled as (•) a high school sluoent r grade 1 2 <x (it) a college freshman, sophomore. »
junior, or sencr who. in all cases, ire anticipated graduation date is no earlier than April 1 , 201 2. Vrjd In Puerto ftco and where proftfcted by law Sweepstakes subject to

completo official rules, ava*ibto at sevenieen.com/marvKay

Double-Duty Beauty

Late to school with no time to do your hair?

Try using excess body lotion to fight frizz and

add shine!

Experiencing unruly brows right before school

pictures? Dip into your makeup bag and use

clear mascara to tame them!

Visible cold sore right before a big party?

OrajeP Cold Sore Relief & Concealer

to the rescue! It's like a magic wand with

a medicated brush tip applicator that uses

a unique green-tinted formula to neutralize

the redness of sores and minimize their

appearance. The double-duty beauty benefit?

It also temporarily relieves pain and moisturizes

skin to help speed healing—how cool is that?

Visit orajel.com to learn more.

Double-Duty Beauty Contest

We want to hear your double-duty beauty

secrets! Tell us how your favorite beauty

product helps you look great

in more ways than one.

Visit seventeen.com/orajel to enter for a

chance to win:

• A $1,000 shopping spree

• A day at the spa for you and a friend

Real Relief in Real Tintc.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENHR OR </M. DDUlJB-Outf Beauty

Contest sponsored try t-fears" CorrYruicatons, Inc. Contest runs from

12fll AM ET September 6, 201 1 frnufh 1 1 :59 PM ET OOoberl7.2011.

Must be female, 13-24 years old, a-d a resdmt o? fie 50 Unted Sates or

OBlnC o* Cotonbfi Void r Puerto Rko and «ftere prohbnarj

3,art.Confisiei*^»icoiiDleie(jPi;ialajle5awalableat

weioen.canAiiaje'



fresh fall colors!
Got the urge to revamp your makeup? One swipe of this season's hottest new

shades could change your whole look! by molly ritterbeck

try: Dolce &
Gabbana Passion

Duo Gloss Fusion

Lipstick In Dazzle,

S3'l , saks.com

seventeen.com October 2011
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COOL BLUES
how-to: End the

week on a high

note—with royal

blue liner! Pick one

with an iridescent

finish to give your

eyes extra twinkle.

Draw a thick line

just along the top-

fSVuuK"

STRAWBERRY

LATTE
how-to: Give your
face a wash of rich

sheers! Subtle pink

lips paired with a

swipe of creamy taupe

shadow look sweet

yet sophisticated.

/*•/

<**

x

*
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try: CoverGirl

Intense ShadowBlast

in Brown Bling, $8,
drugstores; Dior

Rouge Serum
Crystal in Passionate

Pink Crystal, $34,
department stores

JADE EYES
how-to: Make everyone

at the party green with

envy with ombre* eyes!

Apply the lightest shade

in your inner comers,

the medium shades all

over lids, and the

darkest in your creases

and along the lashlines.

Blend together for a

seamless look,

• * i

try: Maybelline

New York Eye

Studio Color

Explosion

Lumlnlzlng Eye

Shadow In

Forest Fury,

$11, drugstores

try: Stlla Smudge
Stick Waterproof Eye

Liner in Bluefln. $20,
stilacosmetics.com

Sflufc-

JUST PEACHY
how-to: Get a tangy
flush with an
apricot-bronze duo!

Swipe along your
cheekbones to

simultaneously add
definition and a pop
of color—perfect for a

fall afternoon!

:.F

u ** ft

L'Oreal Pari:

Studio Secrets

Professional The

One Sweep
Sculpting Blush it

Nectar, $1

drugstores

j£
2L- ;

m /

a c
Get a new hair Idea for every day of the week to

pair with these looks at 't
•

i .
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FALL INTO YOUR
WITH THE

smokyeye
Break out your beauty notebook,

it's time to take notes on how to achieve

the smoky eye-day or night. The Mary Kay5

Mineral Eye Color Collection has over

30 great colors to choose from.

1 Apply a light, neutral eye color (try Moonstone) across the lid and atove Ihe

crease as a base. Tie best colors have a little shinnier, allowing accent colors

to pop! 2 Trace the lashlme with eyeliner in Black (start on the inside and get

thicker towards the end). Layer In darker eye color shades :o the crease,

extending outward (velvety puiples and light browns, tike and Cinnabar,

are perfect). Apply several coats of Love Lash ' Mascara in I * Black to the

top lashes, leaving tie bottom lashes au natural. Hold the wan j horizontally and

wiggle back and forth for a lush look.

Transition this chic day look to a dramatic night look: 1 Amp up the color by brushing

a deeper shade like Cinnabar along the middle of the lid, fanning out towards the

crease. 2 Intensity the smolder effect by adding a darker cclor (like Espresso)

along the crease. 3 Blend these darker colors along the bottom lash line, adding

whimsical flair by extending color from corner. 4 Add eyeliner in deep brown or

black to the bottom lashes. (Mary Kay's eyeliners are mechanical and never require

sharpening!) 5 Coat the bottom lashes v/th Love Lash
ra
Mascara in I Black.

Hold the wand vertically, brushing the lasfes for just the right amount of cefinition.

Fall into your beauty with the help of an Independent Beauty Consultant, easily found at marykay.com!

Get a free full-sized Lash Love™ Mascara from Mary Kay,

and enter for a chance to win a $5,000 college scholarship!

Text MARYKAY to 467467 to get your free sample anc enter for your chance to win!

You can also visit seventeen.com/marykay to enter.
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Introducing Mary Kay®
Lash Love™ Mascara

Defines.

Defends.

Delivers 4 times

the volume without

looking overdone.

Show your lashes some love.

Contact your Independent Beauty Consultant.

yourway to beautiful

facebook.com/marykay

TM
at marykay.com

MK®/MARy KAyW/02011 Mary Kay Inc.
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hot halloween looks

!

The Beauty Smarties have some beauty tricks and treats for you.

So are you feeling sweet ... or spooky? by molly ritterbeck

michel/e's look:

I

i
M II

"I go for the scarier Halloween looks,

because I can be more creative and
rock colors I normally wouldn't wear/

urn 1 K'f X*. 1 fr iij

try: L'Oreal Paris

True Match Super-

Blendable Blush in

Rosy Outlook, $11,
drugstores

try: Lancome
ArtllnerinNoir,$29,

department stores

beautysmarties.
*-n?°b/.

FYI: Pick a

ndation a few shades

it r than your natural

ir and wear purple
L

ict lenses to get an

ad" vibe.

try: lllamasqua False

Eye Lashes No. 23. $16,
sephora.com

1L£

apply color
"Red is an unnatural shade on

eyes, so it gives this look an

extra-eerie feel. Use blush as a

shadow and blend around your

entire eye with a small brush."

define shape
"Line both top and bottom

lashlines with liquid liner. Add

extra wings at the outer

comers and a slight curve at

the lower inner comer."

<J

/auras look:

PRETTY

add drama
"Finish off the look with your

favorite red lipstick. Then use a

super-dark plum in just the

center of your lips-it will give

them a blood-red effect!"

try: MAC
Cosmetics

Lipstick in

Cyber. $15,
maccosmetics

.com

\
A

'I love that
everyday look—but with an
extra dose of pixie dust!"

try: Stila Eye

Shadow Trio In

Going Green, $
stllacosmetics

.com

a0,

beautysmarties.

try: Make Up For Ever Strass in

#11 Crystal and #16 Emerald

Green, $20 each. Sephora stores

1
* retractable eye liner

try: NYX Cosmetics Retractable Eye Liner in White, $5, nyxcosmeticsxom

contour lids
"Rim your eyes in lime-green

shadow and use a darkershade

to create depth in creases and

along lower lashlines. Wing it out

dramatically toward temples."

F
A

line eyes
"Make your eyes really pop by

lining the lower inner rims

with a white liner, then use

the black shadow in the trio

to line your upper lashline."

/x«

apply lashes
"Use tweezers to apply major

falsies along your top lashline.

Use extra lash glue to add a

few jewels around your eye to

complete the shimmery look!"

/

seventeen.com I October 2011 h- SEVENTEEN!
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Meet our new
Beauty Smartie,

taural u

Get to know her (and her

awesome tips!) at

SGventeen.com/

beautysmarties!

in

w *

Ask the Beauty Smarties to
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THE NEW STANDARD OF SLEEK: WEIGHTLESS.

48-HR FRIZZ CONTROL,
100% FREE OF HEAVY SILICONES

tifr'
"THIS IS THE ULTIMATE DONT-MESS-WITH-ME SLE

JENNIFER LOPEZ

-^«

INTRODUCING

EVERSLEEK SMOOTHING SYSTEM
100% SULFATE-FREE

"Unlike other smoothing products with

heavy silicones that can weigh your hair

down, EverSleek is made with precious

natural oils, so no matter the weather, your

hair stays beautifully, weightlessty sleek."

JOHNNY LAVOY
L'Oreal Paris Consulting Stylist

Because you're worth it;

PA R i S
lorealparis.com ©2011 uoreai usa,

'EverSleek System includes a shampoo, a conditioner and n



perfect
j brows
—

' Your brows are like a picture frame for

<3 your face. Make sure they're doing your

^ pretty features justice! by molly ritterbeck

©
Tvjceze

anything

TRIM ONTOP
Find your shape by

combing brows up with a

spoolie brush. (It looks like

a mascara wand.) With

small shaping scissors, trim

any tips that rise above the

rest of your brow.

MEASURE TNSTDE
Find where your brows

should start by lining

up the end of the brush »

with the inside bridge of _
your nose. Tweeze hairs

that fall on the other side,

between your brows.

o

'-r-
Tweezeanything

bcyondtMis

point!

DEFINE THEARCH
Hold your brush straight up

along your outer iris, then tilt

it 45° toward your temple—

that'swhere the highest point

of your arch should be. Pluck

strands underneath to define

this point. Don't do too much:

you'll make the arch too thin!

FINDTHE END
To find the end of your

eyebrow, create a line

that begins at your

nostril and continues

past the outer corner of

your eye. Remove any

stray hairs that fall below

your brush.

SEVENTEEN.COM
your fav«

ceoversai leen.tom/beautvmakeover

17 FYI: Always

pull hairs out

in the direction of

the hair growth to

minimize pain!

VowftTooU frr
Get in shape with these must-haves!

TWEEZERS Slanted tips let you get as close to

the root as possible, so you don't break hairs in

half and end up with pesky stubble!

try: Japonesque Multi-Flower-Patterned Artisan

Tweezers, $20, ULTA stores

PENCIL Use short

quick strokes to fill

In sparse spots and

to define your shape.

The color should

match your natural

brow so it doesn't

look too obvious.

try: L'Oreal Paris Brow

Stylist Professional in

Medium-Dark Brown,

$10, drugstores

SCISSORS™.

1

extra-pointy tips *

can snip hairs one

at a time-and the

curvy shape makes

them super-comfy

to hold!
g

try:Tweezerman

Brow Shaping

Scissors. $18.
tweezerman.com

.-.
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FRAGRANCES
brilneyspearsbeauty.com
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radiance
BRITNEY SPEARS
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HIGH SHINE _ ,* . JQ

histicated... it's sensational.

m
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LORsensational

HIGH SHINE
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MIRROR-LIKE COLOR only from our micro-mirror pigments.

CREAMIER FEEL only from our luxurious honey nectar." Now lips flaunt the most spectacular shine.

In 10 lush lip shades. 'H#
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DISCOVER THE NEW MAYBELLINE.COM NEW
ih Freeze. ©2011 Maybelline LLC.
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high
side bun
Dress up your

everyday top knot!

A ribbon in your

school's colors will

make you stand out

at homecoming.

have total

hair
J confidence!

Get an instant esteem boost:

These hot celeb styles will make
you feel major.

®

(0

\

Q

•

cc

wild curls
Show the world how
awesome your texture

is! Scrunch a curling

mousse through

damp hair, and blow-dry

with a diffuser for even

more volume.

iff

*

fa % **2SSE5&

blunt bob
A sleek bob is the hair

equivalent of a killer pair

of heels! It immediately

makes you look bolder

and more polished.

totoW
tot ueVaW

^ *p

E

So

ra

U
a

Front-row seats are hard

to come by.

But you can go backstage with

Maybelline New York at

youtube.com/liverunway

111

(E

LU Zz o

n
Don't hide behind

your hair: It can be

so freeing to slick it

all out of the way!

Comb ft back with

gel so you're not

distracted by any

floppy pieces. SEVENTEEN.CO

flyaway braid
When your hair is intentionally messy,

you won't obsess over every loose

strand! Embrace your flyaways in a

sexy side braid.

Check out the best celeb hair looks
each week at .^K^



SEASON 4

AVAILABLE ON
DVD 8.23

NEW EPISODES MONDAYS 8/7.

SEASON PREMIERE 9/26

• • .

arrpre
Diarr

SEASON 2

AVAILABLE ON
BLU-RAY AND DVD 8.30
NEW EPISODES THURSDAYS 8/7<

SEASON PREMIERE 9/15

SEASON 6

AVAILABLE ON
BLU-RAY AND DVD 9.13

NEW EPISODES FRIDAYS 9/8.

SEASON PREMIERE 9/23

wbtvondvd.com
TW 4 iD 2011 Wane* Bros. Emertalnmer'.! Inc. Al fight! rewrvKJ
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STRONG ON THE OUTSIDE, SWEET ON THE INSIDE

BYCARISSA ROSENBERG TO/71
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aylor Lautner is so much more than your

average pretty boy. Yes, his twinkling eyes,

killer smile, and insanely muscular body

are enough to make you want to beg for a

werewolf bite—but his most irresistible

quality is his passion. "I always give

110 percent to everything I do, whether I'm studying for

a test or I'm at football practice," he explains. "I guess

you can call me an overachiever."

For a 19-year-old, Taylor has achieved a lot—even

before he won the coveted role of Jacob in The Twilight

Saga at 16. Growing up in Grand Rapids, Michigan, Taylor

practiced karate, and by age 10 had won multiple world

championship titles. But during that time, he also fell in

love with acting, and by the time he was 11 his family had

relocated to a suburb of Los Angeles so he could start

auditioning. It didn't take long before he landed a title role

in the blockbuster family film The Adventures ofSharkboy

and Lavagirl 3-D. Although he was a natural on camera,

he became obsessed with film production and learned to

develop his skills through his high school video production

class. "I've always been interested in behind-the-camera

stuff," he says. "We got to direct, write, produce and edit

movies and music videos—I loved it." But the experience

also set him up for massive movie stardom, putting him on

the same path as acting-producing superstarsTom Cruise

and Matt Damon—his idols. With four Twilight movies

under his belt,and a fifth one coming out next year, Taylor

is about to reach his biggest achievement yet: Not only is

he starring in the action-thriller film Abduction (in

theaters September 23), but he also produced the film

through his own production company, Quick Six.

(He named it after his fantasy football team!)

But work isn't all that he's passionate about—he

admits that he loves having a girlfriend. "I'm extremely

loyal to whomever I'm dating," he reveals. He's been

linked to a list of Hollywood sweethearts, including

Selena Gomez and Taylor Swift. But most recently, he's

been spending all his free time with his Abduction

costar, Lily Collins. He's a total gentleman and refuses

to discuss his relationship status with Lily on the record,

but when she visited him at our cover shoot, he happily

introduced her to everyone as his girlfriend and used

every free moment to shoot her a smile or steal a kiss.

Taylor is the total package: When he's not melting your

heart, he'll inspire you to achieve your dreams.

PHOTOGRAPHS BYREN WATTS 083



17: What were you like in high school?

Taylor Lautner: I was viewed as a little bit of an

outcast. I didn't have one group of friends who I hung

out with every single day. I would have friends on my
football team, friends in drama, friends in video

production, and I would hang out with different people.

I know that wasn't the normal thing to do in high

school. The normal thing is to be in a group or be a part

of a clique. But for me, I love hanging out with different

people and just having fun.

17: You said you consider yourself an overachiever.

Why do you think you're so focused and driven in

everything you do?

TL: A lot of that has to do with sports and martial arts

I did growing up. That taught me discipline and, most

important, hard work. You don't

just go to bed and wake up the

next morning and everything has

fallen into place for you. It takes

a lot of hard work to get where you

want to go.

17: Do you find that you are

attracted to people who are as

driven as you are?

TL: Yeah. It's definitely a little bit

of a turnoff when people are lazy.

We all feel lazy at some point, but

I definitely respect people who
work hard at what they do and

who are passionate about what

they love.

Loyalty is

extremely

important

tome.
17: In the Twilight films and in

Abduction, you play these guys

who are not afraid to show
their sensitive side. When was
the last time you cried?

TL: I don't know if I'm a crier.

Everyone has some sort of a wall up and gets

embarrassed. But I've always been pretty open with my
emotions. I think it's fair to say that as you get older,

you feel more comfortable in your own skin, and you're

able to show emotions that you weren't so comfortable

with when you were younger.

17: Have you ever had your heart broken?

TL: Yeah, of course. That's something that everyone has

to go through. When a breakup happened, I talked to

everyone. My family and my friends are extremely

important to talk to. I think the only way to get

through it is to just talk about it as soon as it happens.

But then, it's really important to move on and forget

about it—because then there comes a point where the

more you talk about it, the more it's just going to hurt

you.

17: Have you ever needed to do anything more
drastic to move on from an ex?

TL: I wouldn't be able to look at any pictures [of my ex

or anything like that. But thankfully things have

always ended pretty smoothly for me, and I'm able to be

friends with my exes afterward. Nothing has ever been

so rough that I've not wanted them in my life or that I

deleted their phone number. I've been lucky.

17: What do you look for in a girl?

TL: Loyalty is extremely, extremely important to me.

Sol always look for a girl who's loyal—that's probably

the number one thing on my list.

17: You met Lily during

casting for Abduction over a

year ago. Has she changed at

all since that first meeting?

TL: The amazing thing about

Lily is that she was super-open

and funny and goofy to begin

with. And she definitely did not

change at all from the first

time I met her. That's probably

the most impressive thing

about her—she wasn't afraid to

be herself.

17: At Lily's audition, did you

have an obvious connection?

TL: Absolutely. You can feel

some sort of chemistry or a

connection when you are

reading a script with someone

for the first time. And that was

totally the case with Lily.

17: Why is it important to you to keep details of

your relationship with Lily private?

TL: I think there are some things that you really want

to share with everyone, and then there are some things

that you want to keep to yourself, because it feels more

special if it's just for you.

17: Where do you see yourself in five years?

TL: I believe in the saying, "If you aim at nothing,

you're going to hit nothing." So if you don't set goals,

then you have nowhere to go. I guess winning an Oscar

is the ultimate dream. A lot of amazing actors go their

whole career without even being nominated. So that

would definitely be a goal to reach. It's a difficult one,

but I'm aiming for it!
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17: What were you like in high school?

Taylor Lautner: I was viewed as a little bit of an

outcast. I didn't have one group of friends who I hung

out with every single day. I would have friends on my
football team, friends in drama, friends in video

production, and I would hang out with different people.

I know that wasn't the normal thing to do in high

school. The normal thing is to be in a group or be a part

of a clique. But for me, I love hanging out with different

people and just having fun.

17: You said you consider yourself an overachiever.

Why do you think you're so focused and driven in

everything you do?

TL: A lot of that has to do with sports and martial arts

I did growing up. That taught me discipline and, most

important, hard work- You don't

just go to bed and wake up the

next morning and everything has

fallen into place for you. It takes

a lot of hard work to get where you

want to go.

17: Do you find that you are

attracted to people who are as

driven as you are?

TL: Yeah. It's definitely a little bit

of a turnoff when people are lazy.

We all feel lazy at some point, but

I definitely respect people who
work hard at what they do and

who are passionate about what

they love.

Loyalty is

extremely

important

tome.
17: In the Twilight films and in

Abduction, you play these guys

who are not afraid to show
their sensitive side. When was
the last time you cried?

TL: I don't know if I'm a crier.

Everyone has some sort of a wall up and gets

embarrassed. But I've always been pretty open with my
emotions. I think it's fair to say that as you get older,

you feel more comfortable in your own skin, and you're

able to show emotions that you weren't so comfortable

with when you were younger.

more you talk about it, the more it's just going to hurt

you.

17: Have you ever needed to do anything more
drastic to move on from an ex?

TL: I wouldn't be able to look at any pictures [of my ex

or anything like that. But thankfully things have

always ended pretty smoothly for me, and I'm able to be

friends with my exes afterward. Nothing has ever been

so rough that I've not wanted them in my life or that I

deleted their phone number. I've been lucky.

17: What do you look for in a girl?

TL: Loyalty is extremely, extremely important to me.

Sol always look for a girl who's loyal—that's probably

the number one thing on my list.

17: You met Lily during

casting for Abduction over a

year ago. Has she changed at

all since that first meeting?

TL: The amazing thing about

Lily is that she was super-open

and funny and goofy to begin

with. And she definitely did not

change at all from the first

time I met her. That's probably

the most impressive thing

about her—she wasn't afraid to

be herself.

17: At Lily's audition, did you

have an obvious connection?

TL: Absolutely. You can feel

some sort of chemistry or a

connection when you are

reading a script with someone

for the first time. And that was

totally the case with Lily.

17: Why is it important to you to keep details of

your relationship with Lily private?

TL: I think there are some things that you really want

to share with everyone, and then there are some things

that you want to keep to yourself, because it feels more

special if it's just for you.
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17: Have you ever had your heart broken?

TL: Yeah, of course. That's something that everyone has

to go through. When a breakup happened, I talked to

everyone. My family and my friends are extremely

important to talk to. I think the only way to get

through it is to just talk about it as soon as it happens.

But then, it's really important to move on and forget

about it—because then there comes a point where the

17: Where do you see yourself in five years?

TL: I believe in the saying, "If you aim at nothing,

you're going to hit nothing." So if you don't set goals,

then you have nowhere to go. I guess winning an Oscar

is the ultimate dream. A lot of amazing actors go their

whole career without even being nominated. So that

would definitely be a goal to reach. It's a difficult one,

but I'm aiming for it!
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17: What were you like in high school?

Taylor Lautner: I was viewed as a little bit of an

outcast. I didn't have one group of friends who I hung

out with every single day. I would have friends on my
football team, friends in drama, friends in video

production, and I would hang out with different people.

I know that wasn't the normal thing to do in high

school. The normal thing is to be in a group or be a part

of a clique. But for me, I love hanging out with different

people and just having fun.

17: You said you consider yourself an overachiever.

Why do you think you're so focused and driven in

everything you do?

TL: A lot of that has to do with sports and martial arts

I did growing up. That taught me discipline and, most

important, hard work. You don't

just go to bed and wake up the

next morning and everything has

fallen into place for you. It takes

a lot of hard work to get where you

want to go.

17: Do you find that you are

attracted to people who are as

driven as you are?

TL: Yeah. It's definitely a little bit

of a turnoff when people are lazy.

We all feel lazy at some point, but

I definitely respect people who
work hard at what they do and

who are passionate about what

they love.

Loyalty is

extremely

important

tome.
17: In the Twilight films and in

Abduction, you play these guys

who are not afraid to show
their sensitive side. When was
the last time you cried?

TL: I don't know if I'm a crier.

Everyone has some sort of a wall up and gets

embarrassed. But I've always been pretty open with my
emotions. I think it's fair to say that as you get older,

you feel more comfortable in your own skin, and you're

able to show emotions that you weren't so comfortable

with when you were younger.

17: Have you ever had your heart broken?

TL: Yeah, of course. That's something that everyone has

to go through. When a breakup happened, I talked to

everyone. My family and my friends are extremely

important to talk to. I think the only way to get

through it is to just talk about it as soon as it happens.

But then, it's really important to move on and forget

about it—because then there comes a point where the

more you talk about it, the more it's just going to hurt

you.

17: Have you ever needed to do anything more
drastic to move on from an ex?

TL: I wouldn't be able to look at any pictures [of my ex

or anything like that. But thankfully things have

always ended pretty smoothly for me, and I'm able to be

friends with my exes afterward. Nothing has ever been

so rough that I've not wanted them in my life or that I

deleted their phone number. I've been lucky.

17: What do you look for in a girl?

TL: Loyalty is extremely, extremely important to me.

Sol always look for a girl who's loyal—that's probably

the number one thing on my list.

17: You met Lily during

casting for Abduction over a

year ago. Has she changed at

all since that first meeting?

TL: The amazing thing about

Lily is that she was super-open

and funny and goofy to begin

with. And she definitely did not

change at all from the first

time I met her. That's probably

the most impressive thing

about her—she wasn't afraid to

be herself.

17: At Lily's audition, did you

have an obvious connection?

TL: Absolutely. You can feel

some sort of chemistry or a

connection when you are

reading a script with someone

for the first time. And that was

totally the case with Lily.

17: Why is it important to you to keep details of

your relationship with Lily private?

TL: I think there are some things that you really want

to share with everyone, and then there are some things

that you want to keep to yourself, because it feels more

special if it's just for you.

17: Where do you see yourself in five years?

TL: I believe in the saying, "If you aim at nothing,

you're going to hit nothing." So if you don't set goals,

then you have nowhere to go. I guess winning an Oscar

is the ultimate dream. A lot of amazing actors go their

whole career without even being nominated. So that

would definitely be a goal to reach. It's a difficult one,

but I'm aiming for it!
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FRANCO
Don't be fooled by that pretty face! James Franco's little

bro has a dark sense of humor-and a dirty mouth!

17: Your Funny or Die videos—like "Acting Lessons with James
Franco"—are hilarious. Do you go for girls who are funny too?

Dave Franco: I need a girl who's funny. That doesn't mean she has to

be the most clever or witty person in the world, but she has to get my
sense of humor. I definitely have a messed-up, twisted sense of humor.

I don't consider myself a comedian—I'm not the joke-a-minute type.

17: If a girl is making jokes about you, can you take it?

DF: I definitely appreciate a girl who can give it back! I'm not super-

sensitive about people making fun of me because I totally dish it back,

but when I'm dating someone, I push the limits sometimes. She'll say,

"You've got to be nice to me!" Sometimes I get carried away! Growing

up with two older brothers, I've had to learn to take some beatings.

WHERE TO FIND HIM: He stars in a movie adaptation of 22 Jump Street (the '80s

TV series that made Johnny Depp famous!), in theaters March 16.
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He's been chasing after girls with costar Taylor

Lautner since they were kids. Best wingman ever!

17: You've known Taylor for several years now. What was
he like back in the day?

Denzel Whitaker: Taylor and I were always running around

parties trying to figure out which girl was the cutest. So I don't

think too much has changed!

17: So you're girl crazy! Does that mean you're a player?

DW: I don't think playing games gets you anywhere. It's like, You

didn't call me back for this long, so I'm going to wait before I call

you back. No! If you feel like calling a person, call him! I can tell

the maturity level of someone based entirely on whether she plays

games. Move on from that,

17: Okay, Mr. Zero Games—are you saying you've never

asked for a girl's number with no intention of calling?

DW: I will admit I ask for a lot of numbers and it doesn't mean
anything. I'm notoriously bad about that. My friends are like,

"Dude, you got her number?" And I'm just like, "Yeah, and . . .

?"

WHERE TO FIND HIM: Buddying up with Taylor in Abduction

in theaters September 23.
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ou have two huge projects

coming up. Are you more like the

confident guy you play in The Three

Musketeers or like shy Charlie in

The Perks ofBeing a Wafifiowet?

I'm shy in real life!

So I relate more to Charlie. He is the

kind of person who carries a lot of

weight on his shoulders and tries to

act like everything is okay. I'm very

similar to him in that way.

Any dish on your Perks costar

Emma Watson?

She's surprisingly normal! She's a

very sweet, nice person. She's got a good

head on her shoulders. It's refreshing.

/ /

What quality hooks you on a girl?

This sounds cliched, but just be

a good person. That's number one

on my checklist of musts. Just be the

definition of a good person: nice,

friendly, loving.

Have you made any major love

mistakes?

When you're younger, you try hard to

be what the other person wants. But the

key is to just be yourself—find that

person who accepts you for who you are.

Check out his sexy

sword-fighting skills in The Three Musketeers, in

theaters October 21; then he'll star in The Perks of

Being a Wallflower, out next year.
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/ love girls

who turn me
on mentally, who keep

me on my feet, and

play me at my
own game.

S

BOWMAN
This sexy Brit has a history of

famous flings (Miley! Cassie

Scerbo!) -but swears he's the

one who always gets played.

17: Are American girls different from

British girls?

Joshua Bowman: Absolutely! The

banter is different, even the language is

different. American girls are very

endearing to me because it's something

I'm not used to. But the best type of girl

is respectful, trustworthy, and honest,

and you don't get that in Hollywood.

When I move back to London one day,

hopefully I'll find my belle.

17: When you're dating in the US,

it's a big deal to make the

relationship official. . .

.

JB: I'm going to stop you there, because

what the hell is "dating"? Basically,

two people can fool around with other

people, but then when they're together,

they're together. I don't get that at all.

For me, it's either on or it's off.

17: Do you fall in love easily?

JB: I am a hopeless romantic. We all

become Shakespeare when we fall in

love. We become poets. Love letters,

sending flowers—I love all that.

17: Have you ever been burned?
JB: Yes. But I'd rather be hurt than

hurt someone else. That's why, most of

the time, I'm not the one to end the

relationship. I just pick the bad girls.

My grandma used to say, "Only a fool

makes the same mistake twice." But I

always make the same mistake. I'm

quite naive in love.

WHERE TO FIND HIM: Starring in the new

TV series Revenge (premieres September 21 at 10 p.m.

on ABC) and in So Undercover, in theaters next year.
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STYLES : PILLAR, MYSPACE, FORGE
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In his new show Terra Nova, he travels back in time-

in real life, his past is filled with major love lessons.

17: What's the biggest thing you've learned about love?

Landon Liboiron: The first time I fell completely in love, I was
in grade 11. 1 never told her, and I never even got to date her! But

I still realized how it felt. So anytime I'm with a girl and I don't

feel that again, I'm not going to waste her time. Because I now
know what I need to feel.

17: What does love feel like?

LL: Love is like a bee. It can hurt, but it can also make the

sweetest thing in the world.

17: So when it comes to love, do you dive right in?

LL: It's really important not to half-ass anything. If something, like

a relationship, scares you, then it means you should probably do

it for the experience. It's not going to be easy, but it sure is fun!

WHERE TO FIND HIM: Saving the world in Terra Nova, premiering

September 26 at 8 p.m. on Fox.
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YELCHIN
The Like Crazy star is no stranger to long-distance

relationships on and off the screen.

17: Have you ever been in a long-distance relationship?

Anton Yelchin: Yeah. Inevitably, when you leave for work, you end up

leaving certain people for months at a time. It's hard.

17: Are there any advantages to the distance?

AY: Definitely—when you finally get a chance to see the person, you

really appreciate every moment you have together. Time apart also gives

you a chance to understand things about yourself. That may mean your

feelings change—but at least you'll know for sure.

17: Have you ever royally screwed up a relationship?

AY: I used to date people for way too long. I didn't understand

who I should really be with, so the relationship would carry

on forever. Then I had that moment, like, What am I doing? It's

great, because then you can finally move on.

WHERETO FIND 1 1 1 \1 : Starring as a lovesick long-distance boyfriend in

Like Crazy, out October 28.
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stay fresh all day with new Dove'B go fresh Rebalance, infused with

the fresh scent of succulent plum and sakura blossom, discover this

perfect match in your deodorant aisle.

rub and smell here



This pro dancer and Footloose star has moves so

crazy- hot, you'll sweat just looking at him!

17: They say you can tell how well a guy kisses by
how well he dances. True?

Kenny Wormald: Really? I must be a damn good kisser,

because I think I'm a pretty decent dancer!

17: Did you learn to dance to get girls?

KW: My parents signed me up for dance classes when I was

just 6 years old. I would jump on the table and do Michael

Jackson moves. But for a 6-year-old, grabbing your crotch

isn't really appropriate! So they were like, "Let's channel this

energy," and they enrolled me at a local dance studio.

I fell in love right away. When I got to high school, being in a

dance class with 30 to 40 girls obviously didn't hurt. But when
I was 6, 1 thought girls had cooties!

17: Your Footloose character, Ren, is a bad boy. Are you?
KW: Being from Boston, I've got a bit of a tough-guy persona.

But I'm a mama's boy at the same time!

WHERE TO FIND HIM: Catch his breakout role in Footloose.

in theaters October 14.
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PROMOTION

FLIP FOR FALL/
Find your perfect styles for the season

This month, we've got even more tops, bottoms,

shoes and accessories. Plus, check out

cool new styles from some of your fave brands...

BE *
What's our favorite thing about fall? The fashion, of course! We deliver it direct to

your phone with American Rag. It's a daily dose of styles you'll love...from premium

denim to flirty little dresses. Be front-row center for the season's hottest styles.

Ss^^w-

Check out Jessica Simpson's new lifestyle collection.

In addition to jeanswear, the new Collection introduces perfect

ready-to-wear looks for work, date night, or anything in between.

MARy KAy
Fall into your beauty and discover the hottest

makeup trends, using the coolest Mary Kay products

(including limited edition collections!).
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Available on the

App Store

iPhone is a trademark of Apple Inc.

App Store Is a service mark of Apple Inc.
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super gentle hold,

will not snag

no-slip grip

the evolution,-

hair ties + ponytailers

www.scunci.com

For irfornalicn on any sciina® product,

call 1-800-3-CONAIR or visl! vAW.sciJPcl.cofn
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EXCLUSIVE

Check it

out at

espnhighschool

^^ Before a game, I takeWW five minutes to sit in

the locker room, close my
eyes, and visualize—I'll

picture myself facing an
opponent, then burning by
her and pulling off a shot.

That way, when I get

those chances on the

field, I'm confident

and never hesitate!

-Alex Morgan, the youngest member of the US

Women's National Soccer Team at the 2011 World Cup!

TURN FOR MORE TIPS!

B* .com.
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iond off the field!

{ f Waking up at 5 a.m. for beach cleanups
connects our volleyball team—by

taking care of the beaches that we play

on together, we feel like a family!

-Tessa, 15, from Carlsbad, CA, sixth from the left in the second row,

and a member of the Wahine Beach Volleyball Club

M
— 4. pick the=

perfect snack!
An hour before practice, follow this equation: carbs

(instant muscle fuel) + protein (long-lasting stamina) =

major energy. All these snacks have the winning combo!

u

MBHP

FRUnSMOOlHlt

O Recruit a

cheering squad!

i
mt£ We made a pact withV the boys' team to

attend each other's

games in uniform. When
we glance up, we can
pick them out—and seeing

them screaming for us

makes us play with

I more intensity! * *

-Stephanie, 17, second from the right,

a senior on the lacrosse team at Governor

Livingston High School in Berkeley Heights, NJ

DOH'T
OBSESS!
rr Getting hung™w up on a bad

play or a missed
shot will ruin your
whole game. So I

write Next Play!

on my shoes, and
when I struggle

mentally, I look

down. There it is,

telling me AA
to move on! ^7 Z7

-SkylarDiggins, junior guard at

Notre Dame and a breakout star of the 2011

NCAA Women's Basketball Tournament

©STRETCH!
Pssf; Top athletes do yoga to prevent Injury and
aches. Use these poses after every practice!

Get on all fours. Bend left leg to bring left knee to left wrist

and left heel to right hip. Extend right leg back against the

ground. Hold for 1 minute; repeat on other side.

ie on your back and place a resistance band or yoga
strap around left foot. Straighten left leg to sky, then pull

oes toward body. Hold for 1 minute. Repeat with right leg,

17 EXPERT: Julie Rader, a yoga instructor in Manhattan Beach, CA,

who works with the US Women's National Volleyball Team-
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New on Facebook!

Exclusive Seventeen offers, events, and updates

available on the CHECK IT OUT tab at

facebook.com/seventeenmagazine

(look under our profile picture for the tab)

"Show Us Your Prom Style" Contest with Camille La Vie

and Group USA I

Whether you were edgy, Hollywood glam, or something in between—show Seventeen's Style Pros your Prom

style! Just upload a pic from your Prom night to seventeen.com/promstyle for your chance to score:

• A trip for two to NYC
• Two nights at a hip hotel

• A 51,000 shopping spree

• A tour of the Seventeen offices

• Seventeen swag

PLUS, the winner will take part in a Camille La Vie

and Group USA photo shoot for an upcoming ad

that will be featured in Seventeen magazine and

the Camille La Vie and Group USA online catalog!

W
***»*«*'*

XOXO.Uma^

GROUP USA
till (IOIHING COMPASV

There is a promoiional agreement in place between Seventeen and Cani«o La Vie/Gtoup USA.

W PURCHASF NFCESSARY TO FNTER OR WIN 'SHOW US YOUR PROM ST*r CONTEST. Sponsored by Hearst Communications. Inc. Go onSw in seventeen,

conVPrwnSlyfc to enler by uokadlng your From photo Contest begins at 1 201AM ET on August 2, 201 1 and e»ds at 1 1 59PM ET on Octobc 1 7, 201 1 . One

(i } winner wil receive a tnp for winner and guest to NYC lor ? ninhis, a $1 ,000 shopping spree $300 cash, a tour ot Sevec'teen's offices, a Seventeen Swag
Bag, and a Camie La VI&'Group USA photo shxt for an upcoming ad that wilt be featured in Seventeen magazine and tie Camie La Vie/Group USA online

catalog (photo shoot provided by On*t in Ve/Group ISA) Total ARV lor winner: S2.70O. Must bo female, 15-21 years ott. and a legal resident of the 50 united

s, Puerto Rico, or DBfrct of Columbia Voti wlwre prohibited by law, Sweeps'afies subject to co-ripiete official rules avattaBe at seventeen.convPromStyle

it pays to be a social beauty

Become a mark, rep and you'll get access to the hottest

beauty & fashion out there, amazing discounts on the

latest trends, and earn serious cash,

To join, go to meetmark.com/seventeen.

Soda Shoes
Fall into fashion this season with the super cute, versatile Ramie boot.

This lace-up shoe will keep you cozy with its fun fleece lining.

The Ramie boot can be worn with flaps up to keep you toasty or folded

down for a more playful look. These comfy shoes are a must-have for

every fashionista.

Check out sodashocs.com for more selection and store locations!

Duck Brand's STUCK AT PROM® Winners!

Your votes are in for the most fashionable Duck TapeG prom couple!

Congratulations to Lindsay and Jar-rid for winning the 2011 Stuck at

Prom contest. They each received a $5,000 scholarship for their winning

look. To see a full gallery of this year's winners and honorable mentions, visit

stuckatprom.com.

PROM
Schclirahip Contact

STUCKATPPOM.COM

DM-]

Be a HERo
Apply to be an official Girl Up HERo. Many are needed

and one HERo will be selected to travel to NYC with her

BFF for a:

• Visit to the United Nations

• Two-day mini-mentorship at the offices of

Seventeen and Cosmopolitan Publishing

• $500 grant to continue her work in the community

You have the power to change the world.

The journey starts here:

facebook.com/cIcanandclcar

Cleaia
Clear

i\ SITED v\Tlo\s
Haa^+ni VDATION

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY ID ENTER OR WW. CLEAN & CLEAR 1 and Girl I*
HEfloes Coniesi Soonsored by Heats! Comfrw^talWns. Inc. Contest beg**

on 8/1/20U al 12:01 amETand ends on IG/l&EOll at n59pmEt Go bo

tdctbock contxltianamkiea* (the "Contest Site*) Ode on toe Gir Up Tat) and

entrants can then enter die Contest through the Ippfcatjcr located *\ the Girl Up
Tao by Wing out and sjt>m FJng the e^try form provdsd Video tpload reouied lor

entry. Videos must be al least 1 minute ard no more than 3 mnutes. Videos may be

no larger than 1COMB i lite we and must be In one of tte following formats:

avLnw..wm, mp4. .mpeg. or .fc One grand prtfe winner and besi Inmid will

receive a 3-nighl trip to New vtw Ciry, a 2-day mmi-mentofstop experience al

QxnxvoMan Pvbtisting and Seventeen Magazine, and a $500 gfant to be iwd
toward trw winner s cause. The winner and best Iriendw* also receive a i -day

vail to the United Nations (provided by Girl Up). Must be 1 3 years or doer, and

a resident ol the 50 United Slates or Dlstrct ol Columbia Void vftre profited

by law. Contest Is afilect to complete ofloal ruWs available at facebook.eonv

ctea^a'Xfctear

Neutrogena Wave® Sonic

How clean is Sonic clean? Neutrogena Wave-'

Sonic power cleanser spins to lift away

impurities, whirl away dirt, and deliver a

noticeable improvement you're guaranteed

to see. This spinning cleanser gets skin

noticed every time!

Visit neutrogena.com to learn more.

tajrnap*

Neutrogena
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7. throw a
pasta party!

Team bonding and an energizing meal
for everyone the night before a big game

means total domination!
SERVES: 16 (Multiply if your team is bigger.)

YOU Will NEED:I B m ^H ^F v

3 tbsp. olive oil 1 bag frozen broccoli, thawed

4 boneless, skinless chicken breasts 1 bag baby spinach

2 lbs. rotinr pasta (about 2 boxes) 1 pint grape tomatoes

2 jars chunky, spicy marinara sauce shredded Parmesan

DO THIS:

© Heat 2 tbsp. oil in large

pan. Add chicken and cook

completely, until brown,

5 to 7 minutes on each side.

Remove and cut into cubes.

€* Cook pasta according

to package directions.

© Heat sauce and add vegetables.

Stir well until mixed.

O Drain pasta and add it to a

large bowl with chicken.

Toss with 1 tbsp. olive oil,

then mix in sauce and sprinkle

with Parmesan to serve!

rr^- listened to Tmma Do
§V It' by Fabolous before

the Olympics. The
lyrics are, 'I don't

know what I'mma
I do, but I'mma do it,

I'mma do it.' That
really resonated, because I

just wanted to trust £)Q
myself and go for it! ^^

-LindseyVonn, an Olympic

gold medalist on the US Women's Ski Team

© GET A POWERFUL
UPPER BODY . .

.

Adding these moves after practice three times a week
will improve your game in no time!

A Start in push-up position with

hands under your shoulders.

Lower your body to the floor,

then push back up.

B Jump feet to hands and land

with butt down and chest up.

Return to start, then repeat.

Do 3 sets of 10.

O . . . ANDSTRONGER
SKI JUMP TO

CROSS-BACKUJNGEJ

£ £ Once a school shows interest, don't
H wait around to hear from them again.

Communicate! E-mail coaches, telling

them what tournaments you'll be at

and giving updates on your progress. J J
-Kyley, 17, asenior on the volleyball learn at Rocky Hill High

School in Rocky Hill, CT, who will be playing for Rice University next year!

Mfe-S

A Stand holding a 5-lb.

medicine ball. Bring

left leg behind right

leg, into a lunge.

Push off both feet C Cross right leg behind

to jump to the left leg, into a lunge,

left, landing Jump back and forth for

softly on left foot. 1 minute. Repeat 3 times.

17 EXPERT: Marie Purvis, a Nfke Master Trainer who has worked with Olympic athletes like tennis

champ Serena Williams, soccer goalie Hope Solo, and track star Allyson Felix.

1 2 seventeen.com I October 2011 :;• SEVENTEEN.CO
Impress your friends! Learn a cool trick I

Morgan at ~^^^y^^^E^
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Ooh-La-La Lavender • Coco Butter Kiss * Truth or Pear •

FEARLESSNESS. APPLY DAILY.



H=
13^get the right gear!

AHTIBOUHJEBRA /^ HO-RUMiML—^ EASY LAYERS

(D show your spirit at school!

f f On meet days, our swim team picks a
B theme, like 'water,' where we all wear
blue. The goofy outfits help us forget our
nerves and also get our classmates

excited to come cheer us on! «

Nike Victory Adjust X Bra, $55

You can adjust both

the shoulders and chest

band to hold you in

place perfectly!

Adidas Supernova

Sequence Shorts, $35

The fabric is super-soft and

moves with von. soil won't

irritate your Inner thighs.

New Balance NBx Arm

Sleeves, $25

Unlike a base layer, these

are simple to shed once you

start sweating!

-Emma, 17, second from the left, a senior on theswimming &

diving team at Minneapolis South High School in Minneapolis, MN

14. eat this QUICKER!
on game day!

Do this drill every day to get your feet firing faster.

BREAKFAST:
Skip brekkie and you'll drag

on the field later.

The protein from an

egg, a slice of

cheese, and a

little ham gives

you long-lasting energy.

KGS4MMY ESEB f

LUNCH:
For an after-school

game, this is your

major meal. Stay

away from grease

but don't skimp on

calories-your

body will tap them

at game time!

JUMEYSUB,
Waptfrzhs

A Set up 5 cones in the

shape of a cross, about
3 to 5 yards apart.

B Start at the bottom cone,

then run up to center cone.

C Run around the cone on the

left side, then back to center.

D Run around the

cone at the top, then
back to center.

E Run around the cone on
the right side, then back
to center. Sprint to start.

Repeat B to E 3 times.

17 EXPERT; Amy Rodriguez, star forward for the US Women's National Soccer Team.

'PREGAME
SNACK:
Low-fiber carbs, like

this muffin, give you a

quick boost but won't

weigh you down. And a

little protein, from

the milk, will

kick in later to

keep you going!

17 NUTRITION EXPERT: Leslie Bond, R. D.. a sports nutritionist

who works closely with some of the WNBA stars.

BOUHCEBACK!
^T ^T If I miss a shot inww a game that really

bugs me, I shoot that

same shot 10 times before

the next game—just to

remind, myself that 4I|0|
I can make it! ZJy
-Candace Parker, WNBA All-Star from the

Los Angeles Sparks and Olympic gold medalist

17 DO YOU*
SHOW

What makes your team insanely awesome? Seventeen wants to honor the best

group of girls out there, so go to seventeen.com/iheartmyteam to enter. Your team

can win $1,000 for equipment and appear on seventeen.com! See page 151 for rules.
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55% MOTE
-GR6EM

ALWAYS INFINITY IS MADE WITH

A REVOLUTIONARY MATERIAL

CALLED INFINICEL™

IT'S SO INCREDIBLY THIN AND FLEXIBLE.

YOU HARDLY KNOW IT'S THERE.

UP TO 55% MORE ABSORBENT.'

'Vpisus UieleaGiiigReguWi Ultra Tin:: pad With Ml Qt
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You think you know the peop e you

go to school with. But Kayla s

classmate turned an average day mo

a nightmare! as told to jane b.anch,

?i nesdownload.com
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This fall marks the

one-year anniversary of

the scariest experience

of my life. For me and

the 23 students in my

sophomore history class at Marinette

High School in my small town in

Wisconsin, it's the day that Sam

—

someone we'd gone to school with for

six years—came to class with a gun.

Back-to-school is definitely different

this year. Everyone now realizes the

impact of making stupid jokes, like

saying "I'm going to kill you." Instead.

the vibe in the halls is more about

kindness— I feel closer to everyone

now. People understand if I'm still jumpy

when someone drops a weight in the

gym and why it gives me the creeps

to walk by that classroom.

I keep thinking of Sam, with his

dark hair and beautiful smile, and

will always wonder what made him

do something so drastic. Though we

weren't close, I'd known him since

fifth grade. He was a nice, smart,

quiet guy who never seemed sad

or angry. He was known for being

obsessed with the Packers, fishing, and

Boy Scouts. But nobody ever thought

that he'd take us hostage.

TERRIFYING TRAP
It was sixth period, the second to last

class of the day, around 2 p.m. We were

watching a movie on historical heroes

—

trying not to fall asleep—when Sam
went to the bathroom, saying he felt

sick. When he came back, we snapped

awake, because he was holding a gun

and shot a bullet into our teacher's

desk! There was stunned silence.

I held my breath and tried not to cry,

afraid any sudden move would make

him shoot again.

Without saying a word. Sam pulled a

stool to the front of the room and faced

us. jingling bullets in his pocket to

let us know he had more ammo. It felt

like an unspoken threat: If you move, I'll

shoot you. I wanted to call 911, but Sam
commanded us to put our phones in the

middle of the room. I had no idea what

he wanted from us. So I flipped over the

Wisconsin Gunman
Shoots

Himself After Standoff
-^.»#

aftershocks
Following the

Incident, students

cling to each oth

for su

worksheet on my desk and

wrote a letter to my family,

saying I love you, in case I died.

Minutes later, Sam asked

in a mellow voice, "How's it

going, guys?" I thought it was weird

that he was asking a casual question

in such an intense situation. One

brave classmate replied, "Pretty good,

you?" That broke the ice. Then we

all talked to Sam about the stuff we

knew he liked. Our teacher mouthed,

"Keep talking." Anything that kept Sam
distracted made us feel safer.

^ There was an

unspoken threat.

If you move, I'll

shoot you.99
GREAT ESCAPE
For the next hour, we eyed Sam's gun

and kept the conversation going. After

the final bell rang, school officials

noticed that my class was missing, and

our two principals stepped into the room.

But when Sam pointed his gun at them,

they left fast, looking pale with fear.

More hours passed, and all we

could do was keep chatting. Then Sam

let a few students go to the bathroom.

Of course, they never came back. As

they left. I'd hear voices in the hall yell,

"Hands on your head!" I felt hopeful

knowing the police were outside, but the

rest of us were still trapped—Sam said

nobody else could leave.

Around 8 p.m., our conversation

with Sam dwindled and he looked

bored. Suddenly, he shot my teacher's

computer. I jumped back in my chair, and

within seconds, a SWAT team knocked

down the door and tackled Sam. My

heart was pounding with fear, but I

felt relieved that someone was saving

us! Just before I ran out of the room, I

HIGHE£S?»^« oRAWAr
*OU).*G un 4*'

*!

heard a gunshot. I thought maybe the

SWAT team had shot Sam. But the

next morning I found out that Sam had

actually shot and killed himself.

It was devastating. We'll never know

what made Sam do this. The police

didn't find a suicide note, and there were

no drugs or alcohol in his system. So it

was—and still is—a mystery.

MOVING FORWARD
My classmates and I weren't the only

victims. Sam was a victim, too—just

in a different way. He must have been

suffering inside. Of course I'm angry

that he put my life at risk, but I feel sorry

for him. When I get overly anxious, I can

see a counselor anytime. I just wish

Sam were still here, so he could also

get the help he must have needed. ©

What happened to Kayla came
out of the blue, but sometimes

there are warning signs.

f* JOKES THAT SEEM LIKE THREATS

If a student says, 'Til blow up

this building," don't assume that

he is kidding.

ft BRAGGING ABOUT WEAPONS
Speak up if a guy at school is like,

"Check this out!" and points

to a knife or gun in his locker.

f* UNUSUAL BEHAVIOR
When a classmate isn't acting like

himself, don't keep it to yourself.

If you notice any of the above, tell

a teacher or administrator ASAP.

o
£
z
< js- SEVENTEEN.CO

Share your story at

' -<m 17 EXPERT: Kenneth S. Trump, M.P.A., president of National School Safety

and Security Services, a consulting firm specializing In school emergency preparedness. 107
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killer
confidence
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Heather went from Glee backup dancer to

scene-stealer by flashing her star quality.

Use her tips to achieve your dreams!

My #1 confidence

trick is making
people laugh

—

when I'm a dork,
it breaks the ice.

The best way to get
what you want is

to go out and get it!

It's simplel

I make a good first impression
by working my tush off, being on

time, and being friendly.

')):

•^ Before a

big event, I focus
and concentrate.

You have to envision

what you want in

life, and then go
after it! I)

Whenever I get

discouraged, I'm

always cheered

up by Goldfish.

Having confidence is so important,

because without it, no one can see the

things that make you unique (even if

you're not confident about those things

yet . . . just give 'em time).

At Comic-Con.

Heather talked

about her

character's

relationship

with Santana.

When I want people to

take me seriously,

I put on a serious face.

My mantra is "It's all about the

journey." Without it, you would
never reach your goal!

D

X
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A total confidence-buster:

Never, ever, ever act like

someone else.

To stand out

from the

crowd, I dance
like a maniac.

108 5eventeen.com
I
OCTOBER 2011 fr SEVENTEEN.CO

Share your killer confidence tricks (and steal



ADVERTISEMENT

sketch yourdream dress
win yourdream prize

Aspiring designers, trendsetters, k style stars...

Seventeen Magazine and David's Bridal are teaming up to give

YOU the opportunity to design next season's perfect prom dress!

Submit a sketch of your dream Prom dress—long or short, crazy

or classic—to be judged by your peers and a panel of experts,

and you could win a trip to NYC, a $25,000 scholarship, the

opportunity to have your dress sold in David's Bridal stores

nationwide and more!

the prize.

.

.

Three (3) finalists will be flown to NYC to put the

finishing touches on their designs as interpreted

by the fashion experts at David's Bridal.

One (1) Grand Prize winner will receive:

• $25,000 scholarship from David's Bridal

• $5,000 donation for the winner's school

• Winning sketch and dress to be featured

in a Spring 201 2 issue of Seventeen

• Winner's dress developed, manufactured and

sold exclusively by David's Bridal for Prom 2012!

to enter...
Log on to Seventeen.com/promsketch and upload an

original sketch (front & back) of the prom dress of your

dreams, along with a description of your design inspiration

(in 1 00 words or less) by October 1 0, 201 1

.

For official rules, visit seventeen.com/rules

iV Check outdovidiprDM.coiM for inspiration

David's Bridal
DAVIDSPROM.COM
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$$ $ shockers

!

Lying, stealing, being shady! You spilled all in

ourseventeen.com reader survey. Bvcatey hi

"Justin is talented and cute, but I'd

take the $1,000! A date would just be

a onetime thing. But the money could

go a lot further than a night!"

-JORDAN, 17, HAYWARD, CA

f you
said you've
stolen cash
from your
parents!

SUM..

IAOW> WM

never
t

notice it's.

11

"One night my mom
told me and my
brother to eat

leftovers while she

went out, but we
were dying for

pizza! So before she

left, I snuck $20 out

of her purse and

placed the order for

a large one with

extra cheese!"

-CHELSY, 20, ST. LOUIS, MO

Your#l
money lie?

ying about
how much

you spent on
clothes!

"I always sneak over to

the clearance section of

a store. Onetime, I got

designer shirts that

were originally $200 for

just $5 apiece! My friend

totally thought I'd paid

full price!"

-SAMMIE, 20, HOMER GLEN, IL

4 17 EXPERT: Catey Hill, the author of Shoo, Jimmy Chool The Modern

,
fc Girl's Guide to Spending Less and Saving More (Sterling, 2010).

4> •
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What's your money secret
Fess up at nHH
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i ever saw:
It's fun to get a little scared by a Ouija board or Light

as a Feather, but these girls got seriously spooked.

"I VISITED A
HAUNTED

ORPHANAGE!"

66 There's a

legend about
an old orphanage
near my house that

caught fire in the
early 1900s where a lot off

kids died. My friends and
I were curious, so we went at

midnight to check it out.

It's basically just a pile of

rubble in the woods now.
After a few minutes, we heard

kids giggling and shoes
crunching on leaves. Terrified,

we sprinted to my car and
saw that my windshield

was covered with

tiny handprints! 99
-ERIN, 19, CLEVELAND, OH

COMMUNICATES WITH ME!"

Justbeforemy
grandma died,

she saidshe'd playwith

l the lights to letusknow
thather spiritwas around.Afew

months later,the lights inmyhouse

would randomly comeon while we
were asleep! One night, mymom
yelled, 'Funny, Mom, butturn offthe

lights!' The lights went offon cue!

It's weird but comfortingtoknow
Grandma is there—though it totally

freaked outmyboyfriendwhenwe
werewatchingmovies in the dark and

Grandmaturnedon the lights!Nowhe
won'tbe alone in the house. He even

makesme sit outside the
|

bathroom whenhe pees! X
-TARA. 15, OKEECHOBEE, FL

"THERE'SA GHOSTINMYBEDROOM!"
^1 ^T One day, my mom lost her favorite necklace. We looked forWw hours, stripping every bed, thinking it had fallen under

sheets. We still hadn't found it! But when we went back to my room,

my bed was made and the necklace was sitting on it in a perfect ball!

We were alone in the house, so we were freaked out, but AA
then we realized there must be a friendly ghost in my room! ZJ^

-LAUREN, 20, RIDGEFIELD, CT

h- SEVENTEEN.CO
Have a story you'cf like to share'
Tell us. a ft ..; l.u;J^
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by creating a

jack-o-lantern, with Duck* brand duct tape.

Over 20 prints and colors make

the possibilities endless.

For more details visit StickorTreat.com

©Shurfech Brand*. UC 2011/46566
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After a year-long search for our most incredible readers, five unique girls came
to New York City with a common goal—to be a cover star. While they all managed

to touch your hearts, only one could be your winner! by jane bianchi
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35,000
READER
ENTRIES!

EXCITED
FINALISTS!

GLAMOROUS
DAYS IN NYC!

AMAZING
COVER STAR!
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A P
banding together
Our five finalists joined

forces to direct and style

this photo—each of them
wrote what she stands

for on her arm.
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TUNE IN!
Watch MTV Presents
Seventeen 's Pretty

Amazing: The Search foi

the Next Cover Star, r

dates and times, visit

/
preuyamazm.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY TERRY DOYLE



zoe damacel
AGE: 19
HOMETOWN: Chicago, IL
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he first time someone offered

to pay me to make her a dress,

I couldn't believe it! It was my
friend Simone—an amazing

dancer—so I made it ballet-

style, with spaghetti straps

and a tutu bottom. I sold it for

$13—and the day she wore it

to school, girls stopped her in the halls and said, 'Cool

outfit!' I felt so proud! Growing up, I never fit in. My
family didn't have money, and I had medical issues, so I

got made fun of for wearing an eye patch, a scoliosis

brace, and hand-me-downs. But here I was, designing

clothes

—

finally getting the respect I'd always wanted!

humble beginnings
I had a rough childhood. When my mom emigrated

from Ecuador to the US, she had trouble getting jobs.

When she got pregnant with me, my dad bolted. We
were on our own. By day, she worked as a clown at Six

Flags. At night, she took college classes to get a higher-

paying job and make our lives better.

It was tough for her to make ends meet. When we
weren't crashing on relatives' couches, we lived in

low-income housing. When things got really bad, we
even had to stay in a homeless shelter. My mom and I

slept on one twin cot in a room filled with people,

hiding our stuff under our bed so nobody would steal

it. I kept thinking, Why are we here?

But Mom taught me that you can't sit around feeling

sorry for yourself. When I turned 8 and we were finally

living in a house, I was dying for a Razor scooter. But it

was $60! My mom said, 'If you earn half, I'll pay for the

other half.' So I used art supplies to create greeting

cards, and sold them on the sidewalk. I earned my $30!

I realized that I didn't have to accept my situation—

I

had the power to change it. I was tired of being too

poor to get ice cream with my friends or to buy new
clothes. From that point on, I was determined to dig

myself and my mom out of the financial hole we were in.

When I entered middle school, I got picked on so

much about my wardrobe that I felt like a misfit. So

when I wasn't selling cards, I'd curl up with a

sketchbook and draw dresses I'd wear someday.

Creating pretty things was the only thing that helped

me forget the nasty comments.

passion for fashion
Freshman year, I heard that a sewing class was being

offered. Could I turn my ideas into actual clothes?!? As

I sewed my first dress, I was shocked at how naturally

it came to me. I made a white dress with a black midriff

and black straps—it looked awesome!

I bought fabric and made every outfit I wore to

school that year. I could finally strut down the halls!

Girls would ask, 'Where'd you get that?' After I'd made
Simone's dress, other friends asked me to make them

one, then my friends' moms, and even the girls who
teased me! By sophomore year, I'd earned $2,000!

taking care of business
Junior year, sewing was no longer just a hobby—it was
my ticket out of poverty. So I took a business class to

learn how to price my clothes. Turns out, they were

worth hundreds! I decided to enter my business plan into

a national competition, and I placed second in the

country! The prize? Meeting President Obama! Then

that publicity landed me on The Tyra Show* Being

recognized for my hard work felt totally unreal.

But there was still drama at school. As I was sitting in

class one day, I heard I'd won Most Likely to Succeed. I

was thrilled. But then I heard a girl whisper, 'People only

voted for her because of Tyra and Obama.' It stung so

badly—that pain of being made fun of all those years

came rushing back. But I collected myself. I realized that

people were always going to try to cut me down, whether

I was on the bottom or the top. I knew then that it's up to

me to rise above it all.

Today I'm putting myself through Northwestern

University, and I devote all my free time to my business.

I've sold more than 300 one-of-a-kind pieces—enough to

pay for most of my tuition. But my business isn't what I'm

most proud of. I donate clothes to fashion shows for the

Chicago Coalition for the Homeless. Ticket sales raise

money for people who grew up like I did. I know there's a

girl out there who dreams of designing but can't afford a

sewing machine. If I can show her how to make a better

life for herself, then I'll know I've succeeded."



shannon mcintosh
AGE: 22
HOMETOWN: Miamisburg, OH
WHY SHE'S PRETTY AMAZING:

"When I was growing up. my friends

never understood why I raced cars.

The crowd would stare at me like

I was a freak—a little girl kicking

grown guys' butts on the track.

But I never thought of myself

as a female driver, just a driver.

Nothing scared me!

As I got older and more

advanced in the sport, I had

to learn to be a business

woman and network like crazy.

Racing can be expensive, and

I needed hundreds of thousands

of dollars in sponsorships. I got a

ton of nos at first, so I couldn't race

year-round. But this year, I raised

enough to race full-time! I've won

more than 100 races in my career,

and I'm proud to be the only

American woman racing in

IndyCar's USF2000 Series. (It's

like the Indy 500 minor leagues.) I

plan to go pro in 2014 and compete

in the Indy 500. No woman has ever

won—I will be the first!

One day when I was doubting that

I'd ever succeed, I was Googling

Inspiration' and found the Japanese

word nintai. It means to be patient

and persevere. It reminds me that

there are always going to be

obstacles, but that's no reason to

give up. That's my mantra—and

my message to other girls: You can

make your dreams happen."
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a need for speed
Shannon drives as

fast as 160 mph!
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Lauren takes charge on the

set of her film A Message of

Hope, helping the production

crew understand her vision.

lauren lindberg
AGE: 18

HOMETOWN: Danville, CA
WHY SHE'S PRETTY

AMAZING: "Freshman year of

high school, I was in a dark

place. My grades were down,

and for two years, I felt so

depressed and unfocused that

I thought I'd feel uninspired

forever. I even dyed my hair

black to match my mood! Then

a doctor diagnosed me with

ADD and depression. I took

medication and went to

therapy—but what really helped

me get back on track was

taking a video production class

my junior year. I loved editing

footage and telling people's

stories. It was the first time in

years I'd felt excited!

I loved it so much that I

joined a video club outside of

school, where I got to make

documentaries about anything

I wanted. For my first big

project, I focused on an amazing

group of blind teens who don't

let their disability stop them

from reaching their goals. It's

such a powerful message! The

club helped me get my films

shown at 19 international film

festivals—and win 9 festival

awards! Recently, I finished a

film called A Message of Hope,

which features teens talking

about difficult issues, like

sexuality, sick siblings, and

absent parents. I want teens to

know that whenever you feel

hopeless, there is someone out

there who understands—and

there are resources that can

help you get out of that dark

place, just like I did."
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. che's on a mission to enu

Bullies beware:
She

nina montgomery
AGE: 19

HOMETOWN: Ridgewood, NJ

WHY SHE'S PRETTY AMAZING:

"As I looked around the Ben &
Jerry's parking lot in my
hometown, I was blown away by

the dozens of high school

students who had shown up to my
rally. They were waving their

homemade posters and showing

off their painted faces. I realized

in that moment that my anti-

bullying campaign, 'Don't Stand

By. Stand Up/ and its message

—

that witnessing bullying and

staying silent about it is just as

harmful as being a bully—was

actually making an impact.

I'd been passionate about the

issue since joining Wired Safety, an

Internet education organization, in

seventh grade. Each year, I spoke

about ending cyberbullying at

schools—and even to members of

Congress in D.C.! Talking to

powerful senators was unbelievable.

Who knew that the people who ran

the country would actually listen to

me? But freshman year of college, I

became even more committed to

the cause when I got tragic news

through Facebook: A high school

classmate, Tyler Clement!,

committed suicide after his Rutgers

roommate secretly filmed him and

posted it online. I was so shocked

that I couldn't move or speak. His

death made my goal even more

clear: I want to get one million

students to join my campaign—the

message is louder when we raise

our voices together."
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Fashion Stylist: Beau Qullllan at Celestineagency.com, Hair: Charles Baker Strahan for Herbal Essences at Artistsbytimothypriano.com.

Makeup: Nick Barose for Exclusive Artists. Manicure: Jackie Saulsbery at De Facto.



A

finding her focus
Ann chats with models

while she shoots them,

so they loosen up and

give her carefree,

relaxed poses.

ann he
AGE: 16

HOMETOWN: Dallas, TX
WHY SHE'S PRETTY AMAZING:

"When my parents gave me a

camera as a middle school

graduation gift, I couldn't stop

taking pictures! I'd bring it

everywhere, zooming in on

anything that inspired me, like a

lemon slice delicately hanging on

the edge of a water glass. I loved

shooting fashion photos best,

because models can capture the

emotion of a moment with their

facial expressions and clothes.

So I went online to find models

who would pose. I didn't put my
age at the time. (I was only 15!)

At my first shoot, I captured

an image of a model twirling in a

tutu with her eyes closed, smiling,

as the sunlight shone through the

tulle. It was magical! I started

posting my shots on Flickr, where

photographers liked' them. Soon

major fashion blogs like Fashion

Gone Rogue were praising my

work! I couldn't believe it! A

girl featured in Seventeen earlier

this year even pointed to me as

her fashion inspiration!

Suddenly, I got calls for paying

jobs—shooting weddings,

fashion magazine spreads

(like Elle Girl Korea]), and ad

campaigns (like Nike!). I even got

a letter from a teen girl in China

saying that my success made her

pursue her own passion, writing.

Whether you're into dancing,

singing, painting: Keep doing

whatever brings you joy—and fill

the world with even more beauty."

y >n everythfng
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grow il

When you take care
of your hair, it'll

reward you by
growing mega-long!

i

PROTEIN
I

TREATMENT
Splits, tangles, and

tugging from styling

can sabotage new

growth. Use a leave-

in treatment that

protects your locks so

they don't break off.

try: Redken Extreme

Anti-Snap Leave-In

Treatment, $16. salons
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SINGLE-
PASS IRON
Going over your hair

with a flat-iron too

many times can fry

delicate ends—and

you'll have to cut them

off! Go for a one-pass

iron that heats up fast

and straightens hair

evenly and safely!

try: T3 SinglePass

Compact Flat Iron, $79,
Bloomingdale's

SPLIT-END
CREAM
Tattered ends can

actually split all the way

up the hair shaft, making

your whole head of hair

look damaged.A
moisturizing cream

made specifically for

splits helps to bind

together frayed ends so

they don't get worse.

try: Pantene Normal-Thick

Hair Split End Repair Creme.

S6. drugstores



create .

amazin n

With these miracle
treatments, you'll never use
the words frizzy or flat again. -^

*

^*'

MAJOR MOISTURE MASK
When curly hair turns into a big fuzz ball,

it's a sign that your strands and scalp

need hydration! An intense treatment

with sweet almond oil and vitamin E

fights frizz for days to keep your ringlets

defined, shiny, and bouncy.

try: It's a 10 Miracle Hair Mask, $23,
itsalOhaircare.com for salons
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VOLUME ACTIVATOR
Give fine hair long-fasting body! Mix

a spirulina-rich powder into your

everyday styling product—it's packed

with omega fatty acids, which thicken

hair and give it volume!

try: Blomega Shake It, $22, aquage.com

for salons
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Styling is impossible
when your hair is a
damaged, unruly

mess! So arm yourself

with these products.

SMOOTHING
LOTION
Chemical treatments

and too much styling

can strip away

moisture—making

hair look dull! Use a

styling balm with

light silicone and

glycerin-it will add

softness and shine so

styling's a breeze.

try: Bumble & Bumble

Bb Straight Blow Dry, $28,
bumbleandbunible.com

DETANGUNG
SPRAY
Undoing tangles can

leave you with a

poufy or frizzy situation,

Apply a spray-on

conditioner to damp
hair to stop knots

before they even start.

try: Keratin Complex

Lock Luster Nourishing

Spray Conditioner, $25,
keratlncomplex.com

REPAIRING
SERUM
Heat-styling junkies

have to deal with

brittle, broken

strands. An

antoxidant-rich

serum can reverse

damage so hair is

more manageable.

try: Ojon Instant

Restorative Hair Serum.

$25, Sephora stores



School-day hair doesn't have to be
blah! Shake up your everyday style

with these super-easy updates.

DOUBLE PONY
For a pony that's twice as

nice, apply a moisturizing

paste on dry hair for major

shine, and then split hair in

half horizontally. Create a

pony with the top half and

wrap a piece of hair around

the elastic. Gather the top

tail and bottom half to

make another pony.

try: Pureology DryShlne

Hairstyler, $22, pureology.com

for salons

HIGH BUN
Take your bun to new
heights! Apply a defining

clay to dry hair to create

texture, and then gather

hair into a high pony at the

top of your head. Secure

with an elastic. Wrap your

pony around the elastic,

and set with bobby pins.

Fluff it up and pull out

some shorter layers.

try: Wella Professionals Texture

Touch Reworkable Clay. $16,
wella.com for salons

DUTCH BRAID
An inside-out braid

makes you stand out!

Smooth flyaways with a

creamy pomade. Start the

braid opposite your part

near your hairline, bringing

the hair under—rather

than over-with each pass.

Continue to the nape of

your neck, then pull

all your hair loosely into

a side bun. Fasten with

an elastic.

try: Samy Dry Icing Instant

Re-Styler. $10, Walgreens stores





THE RULES OFTHE RAINBOW
HAVE TOTALLY CHANGED. TRY
THESE NEW STYLE TRICKS TO

LET YOURTRUE COLORS SHINE
PHOTOGRAPHS BYTAGHI NADERZAD

PICK
ONE
HOT
HUE

A megawatt mini pops

even more against

graphic black-and-white.

skirt

Sizes S-L T Flirtcatalog.com.

$40, flirtcatalog.com.

shirt

Sizes S-XL, Simdog.

$68. shopsimdog.com.

belt

AMI Clubwear, $13,
amiclubwear.com.

wedges
Sizes 5%-ll%, Topshop.

$160. topshop.com.
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TWO-
Get a cool color-block

effect by wearing a

bold blue dress over a

juicy melon tee.

dress
Sizes S-L, Blaque Label,

$119, lulus.com.

tee
Sizes XS-XL, DC,

$22, dcshoes.com.

necklace
Jessica Simpson Jewelry,

$75, zappos.com.

cuff
Girlprops, $10,

girlprops.com.

tights

We Love Colors, $13,
welovecolors.com.

boots
Sizes 6-10, Wet Seal,

$35, Wet Seal stores

and wetscal.com.
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Time to pack a punch!

Stacked neon watches look

even hotter with all black.

SP

Turquoise watch, $60, and pink

watch. $85, both Freestyle,

freestyleusa.com; hexagon

watches, $25 each, and square

watches, $35 each, all

Rumbatime, shopbop.com.

Sizes 2-16, Roxy,

$60, roxy.com.

Sizes XS-L, Necessary Objects

byAdyGluck, $68. call

212-719-4650 to order.

Sizes S-L, Rirtcatalog.com,

$40, fllrtcatalog.com.

Merkury Innovations,

$30, Marshalls stores and

merkuryinnovations.com.
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BRIGHTEN
YOUR
TIGHTS
Step up a subtle knit dress with

over-the-top orange legwear.

tights

American Apparel, $14,

American Apparel stores and

americanapparel.net.

dress
Sizes S-L, RPS Addict,

$104, Fred Segal and

rpsaddict.com.

I"'.m flM
H&M, $13 for set of three.

H&M stores.

bait

Ada Collection, $66,
adaonllnestore.com.

shoes
Sizes 5-11. Charlotte Russe.

$36, Charlotte Russe stores

and charlotterusse.com.
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CREATE
CONTRAST
Opposite colors totally attract-just

keep the shapes simple.

vest
Sizes S-XL. Jou Jou.

$90, bonton.com.

dress
Sizes 2-12. Topshop,

$90, topshop.com.

rings
Purple-and-gold ring, Lulu's,

$11. Iulus.com; white-and-

gold ring, Noir, $65.
noirjewelry.com.

flats

Sizes 5-11, Charlotte Russe,

$20, Charlotte Russe stores

and charlotterusse.com.

134 Fashion Stylist: Anna Levak at 1+lmgmt Halrstyllng: Stacl Child at De Facto for Cutler/Redken. Hair coloring: Aura for Wella Professionals,

Makeup: Glta Bass for Exclusive Artists/Dior, Manicure: Jackie Saulsbery at De Facto for Chanel.
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STRIKE
A MATCH

Pair two high-impact prints

that share a common

color—then watch sparks fly.

turtleneck
Sizes XS-L. 525 America,

$78, 525america.com.

skirt
Sizes XS-L, Aeropostale, $20,

select Aeropostale stores.

rings
White and pale green rings,

$14 for set of three. Lulu's,

lulus.com; pink ring. Fantasy

Jewelry Box, $34,
fantasyjewelrybox.com.

tights

We Love Colors, $13,
welovecolors.com.
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Secrets are incredibly powerful—they could break

up a relationship, make a friend hate your guts, or

prompt your parents to put you on house arrest

until you're 100. So you keep them bottled up
inside, swearing you'll never tell a soul, and try to

think about them as little as possible so you don't go crazy. Of

course, there are good secrets, too—like a hookup so hot that

you can't help smiling every time you remember each delicious

detail. Or maybe you've realized you're in love—but haven't

yet dared to tell the other person. As powerful as it is to have

that kind of information, it's also exhausting and overwhelming.

So we gave Seventeen readers the chance to get it all out, totally

anonymously. Take a peek into the scandalous truths other girls

are hiding—it will help you realize that no matter what secret

you're keeping, you're not alone.
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Giving in to forbidden lust is the most
delicious feeling—but there could be major
consequences if it ever got out.

a game turned Serious! "One night at a party, I was

playing spin the bottle and landed on my ex. My friend

jokingly told us to get a room, but we took it seriously and

hooked up for nearly two hours! Too bad I have a

boyfriend. I'm crossing my fingers that he never finds out.

f f A year into my current relationship,

WW my ex texted me out of the blue.

I was surprised but secretly thrilled to know

that I was on his mind again. We started

texting regularly, and soon it turned

flirtatious-like sending pictures and having

sexy conversations about hooking up. I say

stuff to him that I don't even say to my

boyfriend! I know it crosses a line, but it feels

so good to be wanted by him-so I can't stop

responding. Sometimes I feel guilty, but I tell

myself that as long as I don't physically^o

anything with my ex, it doesn't really

count as cheating—right?

it was sexier than having sex!

"I was doing a 24-hour fund-

raiser with my best guy friend

—

my BF couldn't make it because

he had a family reunion—and

part of it involved a night shift

I

where most people slept in their

I cars. We knew that would be

uncomfortable, so we drove to

his cousin's house nearby

—

where we had to share a bed. As
soon as we climbed in, I could

feel a spark between us. It took two seconds for us to

start making out. We ended up taking off our clothes

and sleeping next to each other, totally naked. I was so

excited, I couldn't think straight! But in the morning, I

couldn't believe what I had done. To this day, my guy
friend and I are the only ones who know what

happened. But thinking about it makes me feel awful."

Love is the very best feeling in the world—
except when you can't tell a soul.

i'm falling for my friend! "i have sexual thoughts

about my best friend, and I think she might feel the

same way. We text about it all the time, but I can't tell

if she's joking. I wish I had the guts to confess."

'7'/n keem*
££ No one knows that for the pastwW six months, I've been hooking up
with a guy in his twenties-and I'm only
17. We're absolutely in love and he
wants to tell everyone that we're in a
relationship, but I'm terrified that my
parents would freak out-or worse, that
we'd get in legal trouble. I hate keeping
our love a secret, but it's the ft g|only way we can be together, yy

\

i'm desperate to tell my guy friend how i feel! 'Tm
totally in love withmy best guy friend and he has no

idea. He constantly asks me for advice about girls, so I

bear down, give it to him, and pretend like it's not killing

me. He doesn't even see what's right in front of him."

in
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h|s biggest secret
You're not the only

one with something to hide!

i couldn't move on
"I was so obsessed with

checking my ex's Facebook
that I finally deactivated my
account. I told everyone I was
'over Facebook, 1 but it was

* all because of her."

-james, 21, los angeles, ca

i get flirti

With a girl I really like,

sometimes it takes me 10 minutes

to write her a text. Til even
send it to my bros first to

make sure it's okay. But I'd

never admit that to a girl!"

-melton! 20, manhattan, ks
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i lied to m
One girl I dated hated that

I partied, so I would tell her

I was doing family stuff,

then go out with my
friends anyway.

She was clueless."

-ramon, 18, bronx, ny

Friends are supposed to be forever—but
sometimes you can't help looking out for yourself.

i Sabotaged my bestie! "When I saw my friend flirting

with the guy I liked, I felt incredibly jealous—so I lied and

told her I'd overhead him saying that she was desperate. She

backed off and I got with him!"

i was the other girl! "My friend

always questioned whether there

was something going on between

her boyfriend and me, and of

course, I denied it. But the truth

is, I was hooking up with him for

months before they finally split

up. She's still in the dark!" /

* I HooKtt> VP with

//My best friend and I fell for the same

WW guy, and even though we never

talked about it, I eventually backed off—

that's what friends do! Then at a big

overnight party, her crush kept talking to

me. I noticed my friend shooting me dirty

looks, but I told myself that if she was really

upset, she'd confront me. Soon, it was

4 a.m., and he and I were the only two

people still awake. He scooted closer to me

on the couch and I knew he wanted to kiss

me—so I leaned in and pressed my lips

against his. We ended up making out for the

next two hours, with my friend asleep in the

same room! The next morning, she drove me

home in silence. I knew she was mad

because I flirted with him, but she

has no idea how far it really went! »
i Stole her boyfriend! "I fell in love with my best friend's

guy, and I thought he felt the same way—he was always

finding reasons to hang out with me alone. One night, he

blurted out that he didn't love my friend anymore, and the

next day, he dumped her. I knew I should have felt bad for

her, but I was so happy! She has no idea that now I'm

seeing him behind her back."
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KILLER
HEELS
heels

Sizes 5-12, Christian

Sifiano for Payless,

$35, select Payless

stores and payiess.com.

top
Sizes S-L. Lulu's,

$31, lulus.com.

pants
Sizes 2-12, H&M. $40,
H&M stores.

socks
We Love Colors, $4,

welovecolors.com.
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the perfect date
Doyour best flirting—without saving a word. SMl \H If) L IND
is so alluring in this season's subtly sexy pieces—you can see why

her costar (and real-life BF!)M iTTPROKOP is totally hooked!

photographs bychris craymer

The couple stars as a popular princess and a film geek in the new Disney Channel movie Geek Charming (coming this November).
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LACE
SLIPDRESS

ij££&

slip dress
Sizes XS-L, Gold Hawk,

$106, Bloomingdale's

and singer22.com.

sweater
Sizes S-L. Urban 1972.

$39, urbanl972.com.

socks
Happy Socks. $10,
happysocks.com.

boots
Sizes 5-10. Penny Loves

Kenny, $110, isaay.com.

I

Senior Fashion Editor: Annebet Duvall. Hair: Campbell McAuley at Soloartlsts.com. Makeup: Mylah Morales for Dior at Celestineagency.com.

Manicure: Klmmle Kyees forOrly International/Celestineagency.com.
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College
interns

toad, audit*

wnat's anead- ^^st^^r"-"""^^
totally

craw'- By^ ,.^^
•Macey Hall,

V
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Screwups are a normal part of

being a freshman—but you
don't have to learn the hard way!

partying way too much
^^ There were so many parties during the first few weekswW of school that I got in the habit of going out all night.

then sleeping all day—even through class. I was so dazzled by
my new freedom that I didn't notice I was being irresponsible

until I bombed my finals. I ended up taking second semester
off to pull myself together. Now I make sure partying AA
is just one part of my routine—not all of it. ^7

-Caroline, sophomore, The George Washington Un iversity

staying with your hs bf
I was totally in love with my high school

boyfriend, but when I went to college while

my boyfriend finished his senior year of high school,

things changed. He got upset if I went to parties or

worked on a paper instead of talking to him, so I started to

feel like I was missing out. When we finally broke up, I was
so relieved. College is your chance for a fresh start, AA
and you can't do that if you're holding on to the past, ^y

-Jasmin, junior, Hampton University

obsessing over your major
^^ I spent my whole life saying that I wanted to be
Ww a fourth-grade teacher, so at college, I took as

many education classes as I could—even though I

wasn't sure I really liked them. Now as a senior, I'm

stuck: I've realized that education isn't what I want to do for the

rest of my life, but I have to finish this major if I want to graduate

on time. I wish I had listened to everyone who said that college

is a time to try different things—you don't need toAA
commit to a set path on your first day. ^^

-Jaclyn, senior, University of Maryland

what really

happens in college
There is some truth to campus cliches,

but most aren't as likely as you think!

ALWAYS!
ining the freshman 15

With constant access to pi:

fries, and late-night munchies at

the 24-hour dining hall, it's hard
to stay the same size you were at

senior prom! Just try not to
splurge everynight.

You're headed to your dorm when
your roomie texts to say she
needs privacy to hook up. Argh!
It's bound to happen at least once,

so make some friends on your
floorwho are cool with letting

you crash in their room.

ina the walk of shame
A heated all-night makeout is

super-fun (no curfew, wheeee!)
until you have to walkhome in

the a.m. clearJywearing last night's

dress. Sounds embarrassing, but
it's easy to avoid if you and a friend

vow to leave parties together.

becoming BFFs with your

roommate
In a perfectworld, she would love

yourTV shows and lendyou her

clothes. But usually she ends up
being a casual friend you happen to

share space with. Don't bebummed
ifyou're not instant besties

!

FROSH
YEAR

TIMELINE
Your first year is an emotional
roller coaster! You'll enjoy the

ride more if you're prepared.

the first

week of school

Holy stimulation! Every

minute is packed with new
adventures and new people.

Roommates! Greek row!

Facebook friends! Freedom!

It's totally overwhelming, but

you're running on adrenaline!

the newness fades

A month in, major homesickness sneaks

up on you. You feel like your college

friends will never know you as well as

your friends from high school, and
you'd do anything to cuddle with your

puppy at home. Wah!

start of winter break
You're finally home! OMG!

You've never been so excited

to see old friends, have Mom
do your laundry, and sleep in

your own room (without noisy

hallmates barging in!).

Goodbye, finals— hello, DVR!



PARTY
PLANNER!
Theme parties rule at college! Pack your
costumes now for these awesome bashes.

abc (anything

but clothes)

You can show up wearing

anything—except actual clothes—

so people go nuts with duct tape,

cardboard, or even Saran Wrap. The

more creative you are, the more

attention you'll get!

venteen

/"»• n

»'. /

y
tacky holiday

sweater party

This one is a college classic!

Pull out those crazy flannel pj's or

snag a heinous cross-stitch

Rudolph sweater at the Goodwill.

The more horrible-looking,

the better!

at the

JinrZaHir
'A • \ of Southern

California

* -

Messing around at the

University of Pennsylvani

•v

splattered-

paint party
Everyone wears white and is

given squirt guns and squeeze

bottles filled with neon paint.

It's a total mess-and totally fun!

Just don't forget sunglasses to

,

protect your peepers.

i

* •

ui

uniors pose in tape "dresses

at Cornell University

1

>2

name that tune

Come dressed as a singer,

the title ofasong, or evena

funny lyric. (Check out these

girls dressed as "Over the

Rainbow." LOL!)

eenng
music at Boston

College

Overcommitting, sleeping too little, and stressing about
school can lead to first-year burnout—but it doesn't have to.

^^ I jumped into so many activities my first year of

, _ ww college—a sorority, theater, even a job—that I was

ffl busy and stressed all the time. Then one Saturday night,

'*
^^^ my roomie encouraged me to blow off plans and just

hang out and order Chinese food. We laughed all night, and it

reminded me that sometimes you just need to pause. It's easy to

dive into all the new opportunities in front of you, but it's §§
just as important to learn how to take a breather! ^^

-Rebekah, sophomore, Columbia University

17 FYI:
Colleges know the first-year transition is tough, so they have tons of

resources in place-talk to your campus health services about

scheduling a confidential visit, or go to ulifeline.org for college help from The Jed Foundation.

Caroline,

Tarrant County

College

rnr, WW*

tfJiij

are telling jrou ev(
about their r

•

freshmanJ5/

LOW
end of winter break

You feel ansty. You're pretty much doing the

same stuff with your high school friends that

you did all last year, and your parents' rules are

seriously getting on your nerves. (Curfew?

What?) You can't wait to get back to college!

spring semester
You get back to campus and
realize you actually missed

these people! And sure, your

dorm room is even more baby-
size than you remembered, but

you love having space

that's totally yours.

LOW
finals

Just when you're finally getting the hang
of college, it's over! Yes, you're excited to

see your home friends, but they just

won't understand your funny stories about
the crazy things you did this year.

leaving college

As you pack up your dorm,

hug your roomie goodbye, and

brace yourself for a whole
summer with a 1 a.m. curfew,

you have a revelation: You've

got three more years at this

place. And. They. Will. Be. Epic.



dumb-dumb-da-dumb
"My BF was a groomsman in a wedding so I showed up alone. But I

didn't recognize anyone coming down the aisle— I was at the wrong
wedding! I couldn't get up or I'd make a scene, so when it ended
45 minutes later, I ran outside, found my BF, and tried to cover my
tracks by telling him how handsome he looked going down the

aisle. He gave me a weird look—the bridal party was stuck in traffic

and the wedding hadn't started yet! I didn't need to touch up my
blush the rest of the night because I was so red-faced."

ona roll
"One morning, my

friends and I decided to

roll down a steep hill by
my school. I must have

swerved on the way down
because I slammed into a

tree. They all laughed,

while I had to limp to

school with messed-up
hair and ripped clothes.

I had to sit in class

looking insane the rest of

the day!

"

bromance
"During a school dance, my friend dared me to go

'freak' in the center of the dance floor. So I backed my
way onto the floor with everyone watching and started

to dance like crazy, grinding into a guy behind me.

When I turned around to see who it was, I realized it

was my brother! I was so humiliated that I wouldn't

even eat dinner with him and my family for a week."

photo finish
"I was assigned to photograph a football game for my

school newspaper. As I crouched near the sidelines,

I was so focused on getting a good action shot

that I didn't notice the ball coming right at

my head! It knocked me down and
everyone laughed. Even worse, my
camera broke, all of my photos were

erased, and I got demoted to covering

teacher news at the paper."

ioaa^i,ij n ^j>wllBt

mortif/ed!'

-ELIZABETH GILUES,
VICTORIOUS
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Giveaway Rules
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Sponsored by Hearst
Communications, Inc. Must be female, between the ages
of 13 and 29, and a resident of the 50 United States or
District of Columbia. Void where prohibited by law.

HOW TO PARTICIPATE IN THE NEUTR06ENA HEALTHY
VOLUME MASCARA GIVEAWAY (page 20): Void in

Canada. Puerto Rico, and where prohibited by law. Starting

September 13, 2011, at 12:01 a.m. et, go to seventeen
.com/mascara and enter the code "prettyamazing" on the

entry form to receive one (1) free Neutrogena Healthy
Volume Mascara. Approximate retail value: S8 each. Five

thousand :
0,000

1 will be given away. One per person/per
address. Giveaway ends October 17. 2011, at 11:59 p.m. et. or

while supplies last. Once all mascaras are distributed,

there will be no substitute product given away.

Sweepstakes Rules
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN.
Sponsored by Hearst Communications. Inc. Must be
female, between the ages of 13 and 29, and a legal
resident of the 50 United States. District of Columbia, or

Canada, Void in Quebec Province, and where prohibited

by taw. unless otherwise noted. Odds of winning depend
on the number of eligible entries received.

HOW TO ENTER THE OCTOBER DAILY FREE8IES (page
10): Complete and submit the online entry form at
seventeen.com/freebies beginning at 12:01 a.m. et,

October 1. 2011. through 11:59 p.m. et, October 31,
2011. Daily sweepstakes will be held each day starting

at 12:00 a.m. et and ending at 11:59 p.m. et for 31 days.
Sweepstakes subject to complete Official Rules available

at seventeen.com/freebies.

Contest Rules
HOW TO ENTER SEVENTEEN'S FREE ABDUCTION
MOVIE TICKETS CONTEST (page 5): NO PURCHASE
NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN. Sponsored by Hearst
Communications. Inc. Beginning September 6. 2011. at

12:01 a.m. et, through September 23. 2011, at 11:59 p.m. ct,

go to seventeen.com/abduction and complete and
submit the entry form pursuant to the on-screen
instructions. Submit your top three reasons why you want
to see Abduction. Each entry, including all three reasons,

should total no more than 30 words. Twenty-five (25)
winners tn 25 cities across the country (625 total) will

each receive a pair of tickets to see a showing of

Abduction at a theater near them; for list, go to
seventeen.com/abduction. Must be between the ages
of 13 and 29 and a resident of the 50 United States or

District of Columbia. Void in Puerto Rico, Canada, and
where prohibited by law- Contest is subject to complete
Official Rules available at seventeen.com/abduction.

HOW TO ENTER SEVENTEEN'S 2011 FICTION CONTEST
{page 24): Sponsored by Hearst Communications, Inc.

Complete and submit the online entry form and include

a piece of original fiction {no more than 500 words) at

figment.com beginning at 12:01 a.m. et, September 1,

2011, through 11:59 p.m. et, December 31, 2011* One
(1) winner will receive a cash prize of 55,000; have her
original fiction entry published on seventeen.com; and
receive a phone call from Maggie Stiefvater, at a date
and time that will be determined by the prize provider.

Must be female, between 13 and 21 years old, and a
resident of the 50 United States (including District of

Columbia) or Canada. Void where prohibited by law T

including Quebec Province. Contest is subject to complete
Official Rules available at seventeen.com/rules.

HOW TO ENTER SKETCH YOUR PROM DRESS CONTEST
(page 38): NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN.
Sponsored by Hearst Communications, Inc. This contest Is In

no way sponsored, endorsed, or administered by. or

associated with* Facebook. Go to facebook.com/
seventeenmagazine beginning at 12:01 a.m. et,

September 12 t 2011. through 11:59 p.m. et, October 10,
2011, and upload a full-color sketch (front and back) of your

original prom dress concept, along with a 100-word or less

description of your design inspiration. Every Friday at

2 p.m. et, Seventeen will collect the top 10 entries and publish

them into a Facebook photo album. Users will click the "like"

link on their favorite photos. Beginning at 12:01 a.m. et,

October 17, 2011, through 11:50 p.m. a. October 23. 2011.
the top five sketches will be combined in a Facebook album,
and users will "like" their favorite sketch to help choose the

two contest runners-up and one contest winner. Two (2)

contest runners-up will each receive a 3-day. 2-night trip to

New York, NY, including round-trip coach air transportation

from major airport nearest runner-up's residence for herself

and parent or guardian if runner-up is a minor, 2 nights in a
hotel all applicable taxes included, and a visit to Davids
Bridal design studios to put the finishing touches on a sample
of her dress. All meals and incidentals included to SlOO/day
maximum. (Approximate retail value for each trip: $2,250.)
One (1) contest winner will receive a 3-day. 2-night trip to New
York, NY. including round-trip coach air transportation from
major airport nearest winner's residence for herself and
parent or guardian if winner is a minor. 2 nights in a hotel, all

applicable taxes included, all meals and incidentals included

to SlOO/day maximum; and a visit to David's Bridal design
studios to put the finishing touches on a sample of her dress;

her dress manufactured and sold in David's Bridal stores for

Prom Spring 2012; a $25,000 college scholarship payable

by check made out to the winner; and a $5,000 donation to her
high school payable directly to the school by check (approximate
retail value: S32.250). Must be between the ages of 13 and
18. currently enrolled In high school, and a resident of the
50 United States or District of Columbia. Void in Puerto Rico.

Canada, and where prohibited by law. Contest Is subject to

complete Official Rules available at seventeen.com/rules.

HOW TO ENTER THE I LOVE MY TEAM CONTEST (page
104): NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN.
Sponsored by Hearst Communications. Inc. How to enter:

Beginning September 6. 2011. at 12:01 a.m. et. through
October 17, 2011. at 11:59 p.m. et, go to seventeen.com/
iheartmyteam and complete and submit the entry form
pursuant to the on-screen instructions. To enter, upload
two different pictures of your team In action (including one
shot of your team competing in a game or even at

practice), and a short essay (of no more than 250 words)
telling us what makes your team so important to you.

Note: All entries without two different photos will be
disqualified. One (1) winner will win the following prizes

for her team: $1,000 to be used for new gear or
equipment, and an appearance on seventeen.com. Total

approximate retail value for all prizes awarded: S1.000.
Must be 14-21 years of age and a resident of the
50 United States, District of Columbia, or Canada. Void in

Puerto Rico, Quebec Province, and where prohibited by
law. Canadian winner will be asked to correctly answer a
mathematical skill-testing question as a condition for

receiving this prize. Contest is subject to complete Official

Rules available at seventeen.com/iheartmyteam.

Seventeen (ISSN O057-JO1X) is published monthly with combined issues in
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She was innocent once, a little

girl playing with feathers

on the floor of a devil's lair.

She wasn't innocent now..

i

Don't miss the stunning

new novel from Laini Taylor.

fiv

Read exclusive previews at

www.Teen-ReadMe.com
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libra -Q?

Sep23-Oct22
Even though you text your girls 24/7,

you've been missing face time with them.

They miss you too, Libra! Thankfully

around the 6th, the planets will make sure

you're all free on the same day for a girls'

night in. PS: Don't be surprised if you score

juicy goss about a guy you like!

scormo ?v
Oct 23-Nov 21

Your crush has had a girlfriend for ages,

and though you wish they'd split, you've

never crossed the line with him. But on the

26th (when the new moon will make it

nearly impossible to control your feelings),

he'll ask to hang out alone. Be warned: If

his GF finds out, she won't play nice.

by sally brompton

inHiifljiiin/^
Nov22-Dec21
When good things happen to your friends,

you feel genuinely happy for them. But

ever since your BFF started dating one guy

seriously, you've been so jealous. Hang in

there until the 12th: The full moon will

bring a sweet guy into your life, and you

two will become flirty friends, then more

canncorn Q>
Dec22-Jan19
A close friend is into your BF's hottest pal,

and she's bugging you to hook her up.

Face it: Dates with your guy have been a

bit stale lately, and having a fun couple to

hang with would liven things up! Wait until

the 9th to set them up: Thanks to Venus,

they'll have a better shot of hitting it off.

aauarms Gi
Jan20-Feb18
Feeling frazzled? Usually your BFF is around

to talk you down when you're totally

stressed, but lately you guys have been out

of sync. Frustrating! Luckily on the 21st,

the stars will give you two a chance to talk,

and she'll have great advice for you, as

always. Hold on till then, Aqua girl!

|3Hffl^
Febl9-Mar20
You and a cutie outside your circle have

been texting like crazy, and the messages
are getting flirty! But when he doesn't

reply at the start of the month, you'll begin

to doubt your bond. It's the universe

playing tricks on you, Pisces! By the 9th,

his feelings will be totally clear.

aries f
Mar21-Apr19
You can't stop checking out your ex's

Facebook and commenting on all his

posts. Before you tag him in another pic,

know that a cute guy who's interested in

you will notice around the 23rd—and he'll

worry you're too obsessed to date anyone

new. Is that the signal you want to send?

taurus #
Apr20-May20
You do fine at school without having to

work too hard, but one teacher seems to

have it out for you. Near the 13th, she'll

ask for you opinion in class and you'll wow
everyone (including yourself!) with your

fierce debating skills. No more coasting:

It's time to tap your strengths for real.

emifti
r,7

><&

May21-Jun20
Okay, you've been in a bit of dating

slump. (Hey, it happens to everyone, even

Gems!) So when a guy you have zero

interest in starts flirting with you, you'll

banter back just for the attention. It will

all seem like harmless fun until the

26th—when he falls hard for you. Uh-oh

!
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Jun21-Jul22
The class clown is so not your usual type,

but the funniest guy in school seems to be

on a mission to make you laugh. Near the

14th, he'll send you a text that shows you

his sweeter side, and you'll be completely

smitten. Your girls won't get it at first, but

eventually they'll see he's the guy for you!
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July23-Aug22
Lately a pal cant stop wh ining, and if you

hear another complaint, you'll lose it!

Annoying, yes, but she's stuck in a rut and

can't see her way out. That's where you

come in: On the 16th, you'll use your Leo

enthusiasm and leadership talents to

help her figure out her next move. Yay!
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Aug23-5ep22
A popular girl at school has been taking

you to the best parties lately. You've kind

of been blowing off your old friends to go,

but it's been a blast. But on the 14th,

when you get some upsetting news, you'll

really need to talk. The girls who drop

everything to help? They're your true BFFs.

jQj-pirltalk "Sect- = hot parties \J^/= flirtyfun
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OXY® leaves you sitting pretty.

Relax. With OXY® acne products,

you're in the clear.

OXY® Clinical provides continuous-action formulas to battle breakouts all day long. O.

Clinical Clearing Treatment eliminates99% of acne-causing bacteria in just 8 hours.

For over 30 years, OXY® Maximum has been a trusted solution for moderate acne. From

the top-selling Acne Cleansing Pads to one of the leading benzoyl peroxide Face Washes,

OXY® Maximum effectively treats, heals and helps prevent acne breakouts, while leaving

your skin feeling smooth and fresh. Choose OXY® for results that will really turn heads.

Look for money-saving offers at

OXYskincare.com. OD Real people. Real results. Real fast.
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intensely beautiful shadow with the primer built in.

new intense shadowblast
Rich shadow with a built-in primer for color that lasts —
in 6 intensely beautiful shades.

Tell us what makes you a COVERGIRL @ facebook.com/covergirl
Drew Batrymore shimmers in Intense ShadowBlast in Blue Bomb.

easy breezy beautiful 0CVHW3RI


